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The primary purpose of this research is to develop systematic procedures,
quantity models and an automated computing tool for highway estimating process
for the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT).

This study built a

preliminary cost estimating system that toggles between project input
information, predictive item-level quantity models, and segregated unit prices for
highway work items.

A computer application and a prototype web-based system

both using relational databases were developed.

The design concept of this

automated system is to better exploit work item historical unit prices and initiate
preliminary estimates with quantity-based models for later periodic quantity
adjustment.

This approach was chosen because of conventional approach

lacking of quantity information until 90% to 95% design complete.

This cost

estimating system enables continuity of item-level quantity tracking as projects
evolve to later phases. The output, in the form of a report can be uploaded to the
TxDOT Design and Construction Information System for subsequent cost control
and management.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

1.1 RESEARCH INITIATION AND MOTIVES
Preliminary cost estimates are crucial to the viability of a project
progressing beyond the planning stage, yet little data are available to develop an
accurate budget (Bell and Bozai 1987).

Many State Departments of

Transportation (DOTs) have experienced highly visible projects that have
suffered from excessive cost overruns (GAO 2002). Inaccurate preliminary cost
estimates for highway projects deeply affect financial operations of these
organizations in the United States due to marginal budgets (Sanders et al. 1992).
Many studies of project cost estimates have found the final total cost incurred in
designing and constructing projects of all types almost always exceeds the
amounts estimated (Schexnayder et al. 2003). In the extreme, an estimate that is
too far off from contractor bids can prohibit the project from being started and
therefore, may impede possible economic development.
A research study of 258 transportation infrastructure projects among
modernized countries lead to the following observations (Flyvbjerg et al. 2002):
z

Costs are underestimated in 9 out of 10 transportation infrastructure
projects.

z

For road projects, actual costs are on average 20% higher than
estimated costs with a standard deviation of 30%.
1

z

Cost underestimation appears to be a global phenomenon.

Estimating accuracy is closely related to the extent of information
available at the time the estimate is developed. The conceptual estimate is often
misleading because of the paucity of available information as well as the
limitations of the single-value cost estimate.
insight into cost risk and variability.

A good cost estimate should offer

An accurate range of preliminary cost

estimates with desired confidence bounds is essential to project viability.

In

particular, a stronger case should be made for predicting and early quantity
tracking for eliminating cost error by better exploiting readily available recent
district work item unit prices.

The challenge in developing preliminary cost estimates for owners is that
stakeholders expect so much from so little information.

In order to obtain more

accurate cost prediction, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT)
initiated a research project to improve preliminary cost estimates in highway
projects.

This project was undertaken by the research team comprised of Dr.

James T. O’Connor, a professor at the University of Texas, Austin (UT-Austin),
Dr. Khali R. Persad, an associate researcher at the Center for Transportation
Research (CTR) at the University of Texas, Austin and two graduate research
assistants in the Construction Engineering and Project Management (CEPM)
program, including the author.

The research project was supervised by the

2

Project Monitoring Committee (PMC) that included experienced engineers and
estimators from multiple TxDOT district offices.

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary purpose of this research was to develop a cost estimating
system and procedures and guidelines for highway earthwork and landscape,
subgrade treatments and base, surface courses and pavement, and lighting,
signing, markings and signals (traffic control) work items for TxDOT.

Many

studies have investigated unit cost estimating relationships (CERs) between cost
per unit quantity ($/lane mile) and plan quantity (Quantity Take-off) using either
neural network or statistical methods (Al-Tabtabai et al. 1999; Bell and Bozai
1987; Hegazy and Ayed 1998; Herbsman 1983; Morcous et al. 2001; Saito et al.
1991; Sanders et al. 1992).

These kinds of approaches avoid highly complex

time-consuming “wild guesses” and generate acceptable preliminary cost
estimates. But they do not exploit the accuracy of recent unit prices nor do they
establish a quantity formulation upon which a more accurate, robust system could
be built.

Little research has explored the drivers known in the planning phase

that would influence to-be-constructed item-level quantities for highway projects
of different project types or locations. This study’s objective was to build up a
preliminary cost estimating system that toggles between project input
information, predictive item-level quantity, and segregated recent unit prices for
highway earthwork, subgrade treatments and base, surface courses and pavement,

3

and lighting, signing, markings and signals work items. To accomplish this
goal, the tasks for this research were identified as below.

z

Establish item-level quantity-based estimating models associated with
the following work categories:

z

o

Earthwork and Landscape

o

Subgrade Treatments and Base

o

Surface courses and Pavement

o

Lighting, Signing, Markings, and Signals

Identify significant factors or parameters that influence the
aforementioned categories.

z

Develop a desktop application and a prototype Web-based relational
database management system (RDBMS) as a computational tool for
highway project cost estimating by inputting project information that
could be known in early project stages.

The accuracy of these

preliminary cost estimates for highway projects is expected to be
within a tolerable confidence interval.

1.3 RESEARCH SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
The scope of this study was limited to TxDOT highway projects
pertaining to standard earthwork and landscape-related, subgrade treatments and
base-related, surface courses and pavement-related, and traffic control-related
work.

These targeted work items were identified according to their relatively
4

high cost percentage as determined by analyzing past highway projects let by
TxDOT from 2001 to 2003.

Parametric quantity estimating models for each

target work item as categorized by highway project types defined by TxDOT were
developed in this research.

To establish the estimating system, project data were collected from a
TxDOT database system, called the Design and Construction Information System
(DCIS), through which data inputs, updates, and queries are accomplished
primarily via online screens with defined fields (TxDOT 2002).

1.4 DISSERTATION STRUCTURE
This dissertation consists of six chapters.

Following this Introduction,

Chapter 2 presents literature findings regarding current highway project cost
estimate practices and factors that influence the estimating process.

Chapter 3

details the research methodology in model development and system
implementation.
models.

Chapter 4 presents the analysis results of parametric quantity

Chapter 5 describes the PILCES system architecture and database

integrated with quantity-based models for preliminary cost estimates. Lastly,
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions, recommendations and contributions of this
research.

5

CHAPTER II: RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the current challenges of preliminary highway cost
estimating within Departments of Transportation (DOTs) in the U.S.

Basic

estimating approaches employed by State DOTs are discussed in the following
section.

Then, a summary of estimating innovations at leading DOTs are

presented. This information was gathered through either phone interviews or
available documents.

Important cost factors identified for consideration were

then sorted into three categories namely: project-related, organization-related, and
estimating process-related.

For this research, computer estimating tools

developed specifically for highway estimates by the industry were extensively
evaluated as well.

Estimating practices from other industries or sectors,

including the process industry and building construction, as well as from other
countries were explored to gain lessons learned.

Lastly, an advanced systematic

approach for highway project estimating was proposed to supplement estimating
tools currently used within TxDOT.

2.1 TIMEFRAMES AND CONTEXT OF ESTIMATING FOR HIGHWAY PROJECTS
Transportation projects often take longer to develop than other projects.
The following figure is a simplified illustration of the major stages of

6

development of larger projects. Estimates are required at several points in the
process (O'Connor and Persad 2003).

Figure 2.1: Stages of Development of a Major Transportation Project

2.1.1 The Investment Estimate
A project typically first appears in the DOT’s long-range plan which
documents planned work for the next twenty years.

Sources and adequacy of

funding must be identified at this stage. Projects in the near term, usually within
three years, are recorded on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP).

This initial estimate is usually based on historical costs per lane mile,

(e.g., the first estimate for the proposed Trans Texas Corridor was prepared by
this method). This estimate is used to gauge the project’s economic feasibility.
High-feasibility projects are usually given priority and advanced faster. In effect,
an unfavorable estimate can delay or kill a project. Yet often such decisions are
based on erroneous cost estimates.

7

2.1.2 The NEPA Estimate
During the first-step of the National Environmental Protection Act
(NEPA) process, estimates are needed to compare alternative layouts and
environmental impacts. After selection of the final configuration, the corridor is
broken into segments of independent utility.

Each segment undergoes a second-

step NEPA process, often without comparing the individual costs to the original
estimate.

The cost estimate at this stage is still very rudimentary, as NEPA

regulations prohibit DOTs from developing one specific alternative further than
others, in order not to prejudice the selection.

2.1.3 The Schematic Estimate
Upon environmental approval, a schematic estimate is prepared,
sometimes based on project elements.

This estimate determines the timing of

funding for the project, as well as engineering design fees. Individual segments
may again be divided or recombined for design.

It is only at this point that the

enterprise can be truly called a project. Responsibility passes from planners to
designers, and there may be further modification of original objectives.

2.1.4 The PS&E Estimate
During design, findings from site investigations could add to the cost of
the project. Design costs could add 5-15% to the total cost.

Availability of

property may affect the final configuration and significantly alter the project cost.
For example, the $300 million M-59 project in Michigan had right of way
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(R.O.W.) costs of $150 million to relocate residences and businesses. Changes
in the project estimate during the design stage often affect its chances of receiving
early funding.

Table 2.1 illustrates a conceptual model of the evolution of cost estimates
at TxDOT.

This information will be used to establish the fundamental

framework for estimating models developed by this research.

Figure 2.2

exhibits the life cycle of highway construction project information for various
estimating phases.

Table 2.1: Evolution of TxDOT Preliminary Cost Estimates
Planning
Authorization

Environmental
Assessment

Estimate
name
Estimate
type
Key basis
variables

Planning
estimate
Parametric

Revised estimates
Parametric

ROW
Acquisition;
PS&E
Authorization
Schematic
estimate
Elemental

Project type,
length, …

Level of
detail
Current
level of
confidence
Desired level
of confidence
TxDOT
users

Lump sum

Project scope,
elements/features,
site aspects, …
Lump sum

Detailed scope,
preferred
standards, …
Components

Project details,
plan quantities,
…
Quantities

+/- 50%

+/- 40%

+/- 25%

+/- 10%

+/- 25%

+/- 15%

+/- 10%

+/- 5%

20-year plan,
budgeting

3-year plan, STIP

District annual
authorization

Monthly
letting volume
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95-99%
Design
Complete
PS&E estimate
Bid item

Life Cycle of Highway Construction Project
Project Phases

Estimate Type

Parametric

Beginning of
Environmental
Assessment
Parametric

Work Item
Predictability

80% work items

85% work items

Beginning of Planning
Authorization

Contingency
z
z

Information
Available

z
z
z
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z
z

Additional
Information
Needed

z
z
z
z
z
z

20% contingency
DCIS-partial
General site information
Major characteristics
Project limits
Project type
Standard/Specs.
Conceptual corridor
layout
& drawings
Environmental impact
Feasibility analysis
Highway length
Political issues
Project desirability
Who prepares the
estimates

z
z
z
z

15% contingency
Corridor layout
Historical cost data
Plan map
Traffic evaluation

z

z

z
z
z
z

z

z

Design information
Environmental
evaluation report
General layout
drawings and
parameters for scope
General site
information

z

z
z
z
z

z

Beginning of ROW
Acquisition; PS&E
Authorization
Elemental
90% work items
10% contingency
Alignment
information
Mitigation
measurements
Non-standard details
Public input
Construction
components
Detailed scope
Equipment list
Land cost
Project alignment
alternatives
Relocation of
utilities

z
z
z

z
z
z
z

z

95-99% Design
Complete/Bidding

Construction

Post-construction

Bid item

Item specific

Forensic estimate

95% work items

Change order
estimate

-

5% contingency
Estimator® Applied
Plan quantities
Some ability to
massage unit price

Design
modification
Re-work
evaluation

Construction method
Contract strategy
Cost of skilled labors
Equipment
specifications
Material procurement

Figure 2.2: Project Information Management for Various Cost Estimate Phases
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z

z

z

z

z

z

Knowledge of
construction
process
Specification
information
Tender
documentation
Work rules

z
z

z

z

Remedial design
Unforeseeable
damage

Maintenance &
operation cost
Quality assurance

2.2 CHALLENGES OF PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES
A study (Oberlender 1998) indicated the level of estimate accuracy highly
depends on the perception level of scope definition.

Team’s skills and

estimating procedures significantly influence the estimate’s level of accuracy.
Figure 2.3 depicts the relationship between estimate accuracy and project timeline
impacted by the estimating procedures.
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Figure 2.3: Estimate Accuracy vs. Project Timeline (Oberlender 1998)

The study also concluded that the accuracy range for a typical project
usually shows a trumpet shape which is narrower as the project evolves.

Figure

2.4 illustrated the improvement of estimating accuracy during conceptual
planning through construction.
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Accuracy Range

+

Project Time
Conceptual Planning

Detailed Design

Construction

Figure 2.4: Accuracy Trumpet within Project Time

According to a study by the General Accounting Office (GAO), of 30
active highway and bridge projects in 1997, about half of the projects had more
than 25 percent cost overrun (GAO 1997). On December 13, 2001 the Maryland
State Highway Administration opened bids for the Woodrow Wilson Bridge
superstructure contract. A single $860 million bid was received, which was
more than 75% higher than the engineer’s estimate for the contract.

Maryland

officially turned down the bid since it far exceeded the project’s financial plan
(Schexnayder et al. 2003).

Estimates made during conceptual planning of project scope definition
usually contribute to inaccurate estimates.

Estimators are highly dependent on

past bid data to predict future highway budgets in preliminary practice.
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Inaccurate estimates may be amplified when prepared by inexperienced
estimators or with poor historical data.

Therefore, past bid data should be

utilized with caution and must be updated.

With a recent study, Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) indicated the frequency of cost
underestimation has not significantly decreased over the past 70 years. Little has
been accomplished globally that would improve cost estimate accuracy.
Underestimating, accordingly, is characterized as a universal shortcoming in
highway preliminary cost estimates.

2.3 BASIC ESTIMATING APPROACHES FOR HIGHWAY PROJECTS
Based on the findings from the literature, there are a variety of estimating
methods utilized by leading State DOTs. Some DOTs have developed their own
estimating practices and applications which will be introduced in later sections.
Basic approaches to estimating for related highway applications are discussed in
this section.

2.3.1 Lane-Mile Historic Cost Averages
In creating conceptual estimates, thirty-one reviewed DOTs use estimating
cost data that are based solely upon historic lane-mile cost averages for similar
projects. Often for bridge projects, they use historical square-foot or squaremeter cost data (Byrnes 2002).

This lane-mile historic cost averages approach
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gives the estimators a quick outcome based on past highway project data.

This

practice ignores the project’s unique characteristics, such as the extent of
excavation work and other variables.

2.3.2 Conventional Quantity-Take-Off and Adjusted Historical Unit Price
The estimating approach as adopted by most State DOTs is the
conventional quantity-take-off and adjusted historical unit price.

First, a project is broken down into standard work items with all work
scope elements included.

Work item quantities are established manually (e.g., a

material take-off) or via Computer-Aided Design (CAD) automation.

Next, historical bid unit prices are obtained from State district, and/or
other subdivisions (e.g., county), as well as month, project type, and other
possible parameters.

Historical bid unit prices are adjusted for inflation via

some relevant cost index system (ENR CCI, BCI, etc.).

Some cost index

systems also allow for adjustments in project location (e.g., Dallas vs. Houston).
Work item estimated costs are determined by multiplying work item quantity by
adjusted work item unit price.

Finally, the total project cost is determined by

summing up work item estimated costs.
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Although this is a straightforward method for achieving accurate
estimates, this cannot be applied for preliminary cost estimates when only
conceptual design information is available.

2.3.3 Component-Level Parametric Unit Price Range with Qualitative
Adjustment Factors
Another basic estimating approach is the fundamental cost component
approach to unit price with conventional quantity-take-off.

Basic elements of

this approach that contractors must apply to develop their bid unit prices for
detailed estimates are described herein.

Work item unit prices are “built-up” from detailed information pertaining
to work crew makeup, labor wage and fringe benefit rates, labor productivity
drivers and rates, equipment needs, equipment productivity drivers and rates,
equipment operating costs, equipment idle costs, material purchase cost,
construction approach/sequence/schedule, cost escalation rates, project indirect
costs (i.e., superintendent, temporary facilities, temporary utilities, tools/minor
equipment, etc.), home office costs (i.e., general and administrative expenses),
risks and contingency costs, potential liquidated damages, need for work, target
profit, etc.

This approach cannot be applied either for preliminary cost estimates
when only conceptual design information is available.
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California Department of Transportation’s (Caltrans’) approaches to
preliminary estimates go beyond the use of simple averages. A component-level
parametric unit price range with qualitative adjustment factors has been adopted
by Caltrans.

Cost ranges per square area for constructed components vary

according to the type of component, scope, cost date, and location. The unit
price within the cost range is adjusted for qualitative factors, namely project
location type, abutment type, complexity, footing type, and project size.

A

preliminary component estimate using this approach for reinforced concrete
structural slabs section is illustrated in Table 2.2 (Schexnayder et al. 2003).

The previously described estimating approaches take into account some
essential factors to adjust unit price range for to-be-constructed components.

It

should be noted that parametric unit price ranges must be updated regularly or a
relevant cost index must be established and applied.
qualitative and require experienced judgment.

Factor adjustments are only
This approach provides no

quantity-based linkage between preliminary cost estimates and the detailed cost
estimate, so detailed cost tracking is not possible.
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Table 2.2: Estimate Example of Reinforced Concrete Slab-Type Bridge in
Caltrans
Component-Level Parametric Unit Price Range
Bridge
Reinforced concrete slab structural section; (Cost ranges
Type of Component:
provided for 11 types of structural sections)
Includes: 10% for mobilization and 25% for
contingency;
Scope of Cost:
Excludes: demolition/removal, bridge approaches, slope
paving, sound walls, retaining walls, etc.
Cost Range:
$900 to $1,300 per square meter of bridge surface area
Cost Date:
January 2002
Cost Location:
California
Component:

Factors for Qualitative Adjustments within Range
FACTOR
Location:
Abutment Type:
Footing Type:
Complexity:
Scope/Project Size:

Cost Relative to Range
Low End of
High End of Beyond High End of
Price Range
Price Range Price Range
Urban
Remote
Seat
Cantilever
Spread footing Pile
No stage
2 stage
More than 2
construction
construction construction stages;
Unique
Widening less than 5 m.

2.3.4 Work Item Unit Price Range According to Quantity Range
The Connecticut DOT estimates by employing work item unit price ranges
according to quantity instead of adjustment with qualitative factors.

Usually the

more the planned quantity of a work item to be constructed, the less the
corresponding unit price would be.
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The following Table 2.3 shows an

estimating example of the relationship between quantity and unit cost range for
earth excavation (Schexnayder et al. 2003).

Table 2.3: Estimate Example of Earth Excavation by Connecticut DOT
Earth Excavation in Connecticut
Work Item:

Earth Excavation
No specific inclusions or exclusions
provided
June 2002 (must be updated regularly)
Connecticut
Quantity of work item
Unit Cost Range ($/cubic meter)
18 – 50
12 – 22
10 – 18
7 - 14

Scope of Cost:
Cost Date:
Cost Location:
Factor:
Quantity Range (cubic meters)
< 500
500-2500
2500 - 5000
> 5000

The value added here beyond the use of historical bid unit prices is the
stratification of cost over various quantity ranges.

This estimating approach

requires unit price ranges to be updated regularly and relatively accurate work
quantities despite sketchy conceptual design information.

Furthermore,

quantitative adjustments for cost escalation, location, and other factors must be
made.
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2.3.5 Work Item Parametric Quantities and Adjusted Historical Unit Prices
The motivation for use of parametric quantities for preliminary estimates
is to exploit the accuracy of and access to historical unit prices and in addition, to
promote effective continuous cost tracking/control by initiating quantity estimates
during preliminary estimating.

This research study has pursued parametric

quantity estimating for this purpose.

2.3.6 Probabilistic vs. Deterministic Estimating Approaches
Cost estimating can be principally categorized into two approaches:
probabilistic and deterministic.

The deterministic approach is commonly used

for detailed cost estimating when specific information enables reasonable
accuracy.

Associated techniques with this approach include definitive

formulation, linear programming, and optimization.

Probabilistic cost estimating on the other hand is implemented at the early
stage of project development when only scant information is available.

The

practices of regression models, Monte Carlo simulation, and neural networks are
often applied for conceptual cost estimates and decisions. One way to depict a
probabilistic cost estimate using Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Figure 2.4
(Chou 2005).
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of CDFs for Different Simulation Scenarios

An overview of probabilistic estimating techniques was given by
Diekmann (1983).

The probabilistic estimate typically is an additive or

multiplicative combination, or both, of cost elements.

Every cost element

usually is a random variable which means the future cost is unknown.

In this

paper four probabilistic estimating procedures have been evaluated for various
applications as shown in the following table.
technique are addressed for proper usage.
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Several limitations for each

Table 2.4: Applications of Probabilistic Methods for Estimating (Diekmann 1983)
Probabilistic
estimating
technique

Detailed

Parameter

Direct
analytical
techniques

Possible to
implement

Easy to
implement

Note 1

Note 1

Direct
analytical
techniques
with Central
Limit
Theorem
Approximate
mean and
variance of a
general
function

possible to
implement

Easy to
implement

Note 1
Note 2

Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Not
desirable

Simulation
methods

Not
desirable

Applications
Cost
Cost
estimate
index
relationship
Infeasible

Easy to
implement

Easy to
implement
Note 3

Infeasible

Note 6
Infeasible

Possible to
implement

Possible to
implement
Note 2
Note 4
Note 6
Not
desirable

Note 5
Easy to
implement
Note 3

Power
law

Easy to
implement
Note 3

Infeasible

Possible to
implement

Factored
estimate
Possible
to
implement
Note 1
Possible
to
implement
Note 1
Note 2
Note 4
Not
desirable

Note 5
Possible to
implement
Note 3
Note 6

Easy to
implement
Note 3

Easy to
implement
Note 3

Note 1: Computationally cumbersome if correlations exist.
Note 2: Central Limit Theorem will not hold if correlations are strong.
Note 3: Excessive iterations required to produce accurate information concerning tails of
distribution
Note 4: Small models may not contain enough terms to satisfy Central Limit Theorem
Note 5: Computationally convenient if approximations are sufficient
Note 6: Mean variance and density function for index number may be difficult to obtain

Before selecting a probabilistic estimating technique, an estimator must
understand the use of the final probabilistic estimate.

If the final probabilistic

estimate is to be used by decision makers to select a project among a number of
alternatives, then the mean project cost and a measure of dispersion will probably
be sufficient.

If a probabilistic estimate is to be used to calculate the bid price

for a project with at most 5% probability of an overrun, on the other hand, then
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the precise definition of the distribution should be known after the probability
density function (p.d.f.) is defined.

With large samples, the assumption of the

Central Limit Theorem (CLT) may be applied.

Of course, Monte Carlo

simulation will yield acceptable accuracy at the extremes of the distribution if
sufficient iterations are performed (Diekmann 1983).

2.4 LEADING STATE DOTS AND THEIR ESTIMATING INNOVATIONS
Estimators should be involved in the bid analysis for a project prior to
award; this affords an opportunity to spot bidding trends early, which may impact
the award decision. The following describes leading state DOTs’ estimating
practices and their estimating innovations.

Findings gathered from phone

interviews with chief or experienced estimators of selected states are also
summarized in this section.

Alabama Department of Transportation
A phone interview was conducted with the experienced estimator at the
Alabama DOT.

Preliminary estimates are based on lane-mile cost estimates.

Estimators use lane miles to calculate preliminary costs for excavation, bridges
concrete, pilings, roadway and pavement with basic project information at hand.
Quantity-based estimates are not developed until 90% of the design is complete.
There are no quantities estimated from the outset.

The first estimate takes up to

two to three hours to complete by an in-house estimator.
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In the preliminary cost estimating phase, a 5% - 15% contingency is added
to reach the total cost estimate.

This percentage varies by negotiation during

evolution of project definition. It may take from two to 20 years to evolve from
the preliminary estimate to the next estimate stage that takes place during the
beginning of design.

The Alabama Department of Transportation (AlDOT) uses two software
modules: TRNS*PORT, PES/DSS (Proposal and Estimates System/Decision
Supporting System) to estimate project costs based on historical project cost data
in the design phase.

The departmental database stores past project cost data

from every contractor’s bid conducted within approximately the last eighteen
months.

These data are maintained by the in-house IT staff.

Estimators often

use their own judgment, however, in determining mean values for historical bid
prices in conjunction with the forecasted cost data from PES/DSS.

Since the

database only stores recent project cost data, the estimators feel there is no need
for inflation adjustment.

The discrepancy between preliminary estimates and actual costs is
difficult to assess because only the latest data is kept. Currently there is no
procedure to record previous estimates for future reference.

The interviewee

suggested that TRACER, developed by Earth Tech, would be a promising
estimating tool, since it can be customized for user’s needs.
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There are no estimator training resources available in the department.
Training is “on the job.”

In the future AlDOT desires to predict 70% of total

work items in the preliminary phases and to estimate the total project costs by
multiplying adjusted factors.

California Department of Transportation
A review of work performed by Schexnayder (2003) provided information
about California Department of Transportation (Caltrans).
item unit prices by analyzing associated historical bid items.

Caltrans assesses
From this historical

cost data, the unit price range is determined for the given work item.

This

information is provided as a guide that includes indices for cost adjustments based
on location, quantity, traffic conditions, and other factors.

Because of Caltrans’ expressed concerns over inaccurate estimates, the
department instituted a checklist for preparation of the initial estimate, adding
factors for inflation, overhead and 25% contingency. The California
Transportation Commission reviews any change in project cost greater than 20%.

Connecticut Department of Transportation
Schexnayder (2003) found that the Connecticut DOT required their prime
designers to obtain written estimates from all support units including

traffic

engineering, environmental compliance, right-of-way, bridge design, etc. Cost
estimates have to be updated at each major design milestone.
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At minimum,

reports are made during preliminary design, semi-final design, and final design,
and no less frequently than semi-annually.

The semi-final design cost estimate

should be based on actual quantity take-offs.

The estimator and design team visit the site before commencing on project
cost estimation.

In this state, a historical bid price database is retained for the

three lowest bid prices. Historical bid price data is updated every two years and
is categorized by type of project.

Florida Department of Transportation
A phone interview was conducted with the estimates engineer.

The

informants described the use of the Long-Range Estimating System (LRES)
developed by an independent information technology (IT) consultant and IT staff
at the Florida Department of Transport (FlDOT).

The system is used in

producing reliable budget estimates in the early stages of projects. The current
version became operational in June 2003.

LRES is used for the first two cost estimates (up to the 60% design
complete milestone) for most projects and is applied at the district-level.

The

first estimate developed with the LRES system is obtained after the Project
Development and Environmental Study, which occurs 6 to 12 months prior to the
initiation of PS&E.

TRNS*PORT, a computational tool introduced in the next

section is used for last two cost estimates for all projects. LRES produces a line25

item

cost

for

13

different

project

components

except

for

bridges:

clearing/grubbing, earthwork, roadway including base and pavement, shoulder,
median, drainage, intersection, signage, lighting, signalization, landscaping,
bridges, and retaining walls.
except for bridges.

LRES generates quantities for all 13 components

Bridge cost estimates are generated on a cost per square foot

basis, with no quantities being generated by LRES.

For each of the other 13

components, two to three screens of input data are required even at very
preliminary stages.

Data required include pavement cross section, roadway

length, alignment etc.

This system currently employs past bid data from one of 16 “market
areas” in the state to generate cost estimates. Each market area covers three to
four counties with similar construction markets. The LRES-utilized past project
bid data is currently only updated once annually but future enhancements are to
include more frequent updates.

An early analysis of LRES accuracy with a

limited project sample size indicated that LRES-produced estimates were within
+/-3.9% of actual low bid prices. LRES-generated earthwork quantities have
been within 5% of final take-off quantities.

LRES is currently maintained by FDOT’s in-house IT staff.
enhancements include the following:
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The desired

•

Enhance the bridge module so as to generate quantities and
quantity-driven cost estimates

•

Enhance the link to the TRNS*PORT system and better exploit
more recent bid prices

•

Implement enhancements that improve earthwork quantity
accuracy

•

Better track quantity growth or change as estimates progress
through the four stages.

Maryland Department of Transportation
O’Connor

(2003)

recorded

that

the

Maryland

Department

of

Transportation (MDDOT) had set a goal for all projects to have a final variance of
less than 10% from the initial estimate. A contingency factor of 35-40% is used
for bridge project estimates.

MDDOT also uses a post-project consultant to

examine change orders greater than $100,000, to identify the reasons for these
changes and to recommend policies to avoid a repeat of mistakes.

Massachusetts Department of Transportation
Massachusetts DOT has a “design-to-cost” program (O’Connor 2003) in
which the designer is required to produce a design close to the original budgeted
cost. If the estimate goes over, redesign is required. State officials claim the
program is successful, but while it is very innovative, there may be some
drawbacks such as the budget does not cover increased costs due to scope creep.
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Minnesota Department of Transportation
Phone interviews with the Minnesota Department of Transportation
(MnDOT) revealed that estimators prepare three classes of early project cost
estimates using the LWD (Length, Width, and Depth) estimating method created
in the 1990s.

For projects four to ten years or 11-25 years out, estimates are

made in current dollars.

While for projects up to three years out, estimates are in

year-of-construction dollars.

Eight MnDOT districts use this system to create cost databases.

In the

database, projects are categorized by urban/rural, project type, and roadway
pavement type.

The LWD system only covers the roadway itself including

earthwork, grading, drainage and pipe, pavement, guardrail, and landscaping.
LWD does not include bridges, right of way (ROW), culverts, retaining walls,
signalization or noise walls.

The LWD cost model is a fairly simple parametric model, e.g.
(Pavement Surface Area) x (Pavement Depth) x ($/volume) = Roadway Cost
Base material dimensions are not included in the depth variable, but base material
costs are included in the cost per volume unit cost.

This estimating method

provides for a straightforward design concept and simplicity.

Nevertheless, the

MnDOT recognizes many weaknesses with this approach and is initiating internal
discussions on possible paths-forward.
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For major project work items prepared later in plans, specifications, and
estimates (PS&E), MnDOT uses a detailed component cost basis approach.

For

these, instead of using historical bid prices, unit cost values are built up from
fundamental components including: labor wages, labor fringe benefits, labor site
productivity rates, equipment fixed and operating costs, equipment productivity
rates, material purchase prices, contractor overhead and profit.

For

miscellaneous minor work items involving lower expenditures, MnDOT relies on
historical bid prices.

In general, MnDOT indicated that more tools and better methods are
needed for preliminary cost estimates.

New Jersey Department of Transportation
By means of phone interview, the author discovered that the New Jersey
Department of Transportation (NJDOT) has compiled some excellent preliminary
cost

information

and

tools

on

a

http://www.state.nj.us/transportation/eng/CCEPM/.

z

web-site

located

at

Documents include:

Spreadsheet templates for developing preliminary cost estimates for
seven different project types

z

A manual for developing preliminary cost estimates (last updated in
2002)
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z

Price Index information for asphalt, cement, and fuel along with a
related price adjustment spreadsheet

z

Spreadsheet of standard pay items

Preliminary cost estimates are generally formatted as cost per roadway
mile and cost per square foot of bridge surface. The target for estimate accuracy
is set between 15% over and 10% under the low bid.

The factors considered in preliminary cost estimating by NJDOT include:
project type, pavement type, bridge structure and foundation types, culverts, and
some preliminary quantities for certain items (including earthwork).

Preliminary

work item quantities are developed by the design engineer (in-house or
consultant) under guidance of the quality assurance bureau.

The provided spreadsheets incorporate adjustments for contingency and
timing of construction (cost escalation to mid-point of construction). System
unit prices are a state-wide average of low bids and are updated annually in
September.

Unit prices are also available by project type and county.

Ohio Department of Transportation
Phone interviews indicated that the Ohio Department of Transportation
(ODOT) is comprised of 12 districts.
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Preliminary cost estimates (C1), are

prepared within each district when no plans are available. Each district applies
their own methods with varying levels of expertise and sophistication.

The C1 estimate does not break down cost into items of work, but just two
elements: primary inclusions (i.e., the 20/80 rule) and incidental exclusions. For
each of eight different project types, using analysis of recent representative
projects with cost data (and not just low-bid data), the central estimating office
provides cost data on $/lane-mile or $/bridge-area for primary inclusion along
with percentage markup for incidental exclusions.

For example, in the “Major Reconstruction” project type, primary
inclusions would be under-drains, base, and pavement.

Data parameters would

be lane width, pavement type, extent of joint repair, etc. Incidental exclusions
for percentage markup would be everything else (e.g., drainage, guardrail,
striping, etc.).

ODOT recommends for cost data to be updated every two to four

years at a minimum.

As for the accuracy of the C1 approach, project scoping has been found to
be the biggest source of erroneous estimates. ODOT acknowledged that a better
tool was needed to document and track scope and scope changes.

The C1

approach also does not have a good solution for cost escalation tracking/indexing.
ODOT staff has attempted to employ the ENR Construction Cost Index
(www.enr.com).
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There is currently no thorough analysis available regarding the accuracy of
the system, but ODOT believes C1 estimates to be +/- 7 to 12 %.

South Dakota Department of Transportation
The South Dakota Department of Transportation (SDDOT) employs a
computer program to develop a conceptual estimate.

Phone interviews disclosed

that the time needed to work up the cost estimate is dependent on the type of
projects (e.g., grading or resurfacing).

Most the projects are conceived ten years

in the future, however grading projects are determined five years in the future and
resurfacing projects are added three years out.

Item-based estimates are adopted at the early stages of project definition.
Quantities are figured out manually based on historical averages.

Unit prices are

obtained from the updated average unit prices from the past year for similar
projects.

Once a project is added to the construction program, a project-level scope
meeting is held regularly to discuss the improvements needed for that project.
For example, survey changes may happen for a grading project.
The computer tool used for cost estimates by SDDOT is for entering and
keeping the estimates on record. The system is an old mainframe application
which works, but is not based upon sophisticated prediction methods.
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Virginia Department of Transportation
In May 2002, the Virginia Transportation Research Council (VTRC)
commenced on the improvement of estimating project costs (Kyte 2004) for
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).

Working from an estimation

worksheet that had been in use for several years in one district, the VTRC
expanded the document by collecting extensive project data and obtaining
evaluations from VDOT project management personnel statewide.

The revised worksheet not only can estimate roadway and bridge projects
but can also generate estimates for construction engineering, right-of-way and
utilities costs.

Testing of the tool was completed in summer 2003.

Analysis

results showed that the estimation model generated results differing from actual
final project costs by on average 22 percent based upon updated historical data.
The research group, VTRC, emphasized that a focus on scope definition was
crucial to accurate project estimation.

Washington Department of Transportation
Phone interviews revealed that the Washington Department of
Transportation (WsDOT) estimated quantities for all projects at the preliminary
stage, for all major work items.

Historical bid unit prices are applied in

development of the estimate and estimators noted that it was not unusual for these
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estimates to have 50-60 itemized pay items with estimated quantities. The costs
for other smaller items are usually “rolled up” into a single estimate.

No uniform quantity estimating processes have been documented by
WDOT, but such preliminary quantities are believed to be accurate to within +/10% of the ultimate bids.

Despite relative success, the organization recognized

that better tools and guidance could improve their system implementation.

Preliminary cost estimates for bridges are made on a cost/(s.f. of surface
area) basis, with different unit cost values depending on foundation type, structure
type, span length and so forth.

This component of the project cost estimate is

developed by estimators within the Bridge Office.

Washington Department of Transportation (WsDOT’s) utilizes a tool for
early thorough scoping called the Project Summary Database, which includes 9 to
10 pages of input data:

two pages for project summary, one to two pages for

design decisions, and six pages for environmental factors.

For projects over $100 million, the CEVP (Cost Estimating Validation
Process) process is applied.

•

This process is summarized as follows:

Independent experts assist the project team in assuring an accurate
cost estimate range in contrast to reliance on a single value.
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•

One group examines the cost estimate itself, while another group
conducts a thorough risk analysis using Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation, which can involve 200 or more risk events.

Currently

outside consultants use the @RISK software package for
simulation, but some WsDOT in-house staff are now being trained
in use of this application.
•

All types of risks are addressed:

political, environmental,

geotechnical, ROW, utilities, constructability, and catastrophic
risks.

Environmental risks and geotechnical risks get special

attention.
•

MC simulation produces a range of possible cost outcomes.
Then, with applied judgment, an official cost range is established
based on the output from the simulation.

•

The added cost of the CEVP process ranges from $40K to $100K
and the process can take up to three weeks.

•

Ultimately, for the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) a single value is budgeted, but for other purposes
the cost range is maintained as the estimate.

•

A key benefit from the risk analysis is the resulting “Risk
Register” which project managers use to plan for costly potential
events that need to be avoided, thus encouraging pro-active
management with the goal of saving money.
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•

WsDOT was not aware of any other state DOT’s applying formal
risk analysis and Monte Carlo simulation, but believed the process
was used on some federal transit projects.

•

A scaled-down version of CEVP has been developed, called the
Cost Risk Assessment (CRA).

This system is intended for use on

projects ranging from $4 million to $100 million in size.

It

involves a similar process, but uses fewer outside experts. The
MC simulation for these smaller projects may involve as few as 20
risk events.

Policies pertaining to CEVP and CRA are mostly still in development.
No studies have yet focused on the accuracy of WsDOT preliminary estimates,
but the intuitive sense is that such estimates are, on average, about 10% over
initial bid costs, but ultimately very close to final project costs.

Regarding

historical bid unit prices, WsDOT tracks and applies the three lowest work item
bid unit prices, but has the ability to track all bids.

2.5 COMPUTER ESTIMATING TOOLS
Technologies will continue to play an innovative role in cost estimating,
however a considerable investment is required to realize the full potential by
incorporating key factors, and validating the outcomes (Schexnayder 2003).
Current computer estimating tools employed by state DOTs, the private sector,
and academia are summarized below.
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2.5.1 Software Service Providers
There are three types of prevailing software-based tools that are currently
employed in cost estimates specifically related to highway projects, namely
TRNS*PORT, TRACER, and in-house spreadsheets.

TRNS*PORT:
TRNS*PORT is owned by Info Tech, Inc. and is fully licensed by the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).
Figure 2.5 shows all the modules of the TRNS*PORT program.

In late 2002,

the TRNS*PORT Estimator module was used by 22 state DOTs (Schexnayder
2003; Info Tech Inc. 2004).

Thirty-one states (Schexnayder 2003) including

Texas use some modules of the system.

However, most states do not use the

cost tracking features because they are unsure of the benefits.
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Figure 2.5: Modules of the TRNS*PORT Program

Using this software, DOTs can prepare cost estimates through a variety of
methods, including parametric cost estimates, cost-based estimates, bid-based
estimates reference estimates, and ad hoc estimates (Info Tech Inc. 2004).

z

Parametric cost estimates: utilize a number of cost drivers (lane
miles, width, work types, and their major cost groups) to predict
project-level estimates

z

Cost-based estimates: work items are priced based on labor,
materials, and equipment

z

Bid-based estimates: work items are priced using average or
regression-based bid histories
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z

Reference: work items are priced using a previously established
reference price

z

Ad Hoc: prices are based on the estimator’s knowledge and
experience of the work items and the project

CES® is a key tool within TRNS*PORT that is used to build either a
parametric or item-level cost estimates.

One of its features is to evolve the

preliminary parametric cost estimate to a fully-detailed cost estimate as further
information becomes available as the project progresses.

TRACER:
TRACER is a Windows-based package being developed and marketed by
Earth Tech, a consulting company, as a tool for developing early estimates.

The

following is an overview of the TRACER program including background,
operation, and critique.

TRACER (TRAnsportation Cost EstimatoR) is a parametric cost modeling
system that uses a statistical methodology for estimating roadway, bridge,
lighting, resurfacing/refurbishment, interchange, and site work projects. Unlike
TRNS*PORT, TRACER is particularly designed for preliminary cost estimates.
The TRACER software is currently in prototype and can be used in CES®, a
module of TRNS*PORT. This software develops a detailed cost estimate for the
direct cost of constructing a project. During the estimating process, specific
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project requirements and regional costs can be adjusted to fit project conditions
(Earth Tech Inc. 2003).

TRACER uses “Transportation Models” containing standard assemblies of
items, with quantities, units, material, labor and equipment costs. Fifteen
transportation project types are provided, including highways and bridges with
some project sub-types.

For example, the Arterial Roads/Divided Highways

model contains nine highway sub-types. The Bridges model has five bridge
types including concrete T-beam, concrete-steel composite, precast box sections,
precast I-beam sections and timber laminated deck.

After selection of a project sub-type, the user enters project characteristics
such as length, width of driving surface, shoulders and side slopes, thickness of
subgrade, base and surface courses, and depth of ditch. For bridges the user can
input length and width, number of spans, length per span, and number of columns.
Default values are provided. Additionally, the amount of clearing and grubbing
required, the existing soil type (silt and clay/sand and gravel/rock), climate
(affects storm drainage needs), subgrade treatment (cement/lime), and base
stabilization can be added.

Other assemblies can be added from a list, e.g.,

dewatering.

The program maintains a summary for the overall project, consisting of
subproject estimates for highway segments, bridges, and culverts.
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For example,

a one mile four lane curb and gutter asphalt arterial was priced at $1.5 million
with a 5% contingency; one mile of a four lane divided concrete arterial was
priced at $2.3 million with a 5% contingency.

Pricing varies according to

project location (state, city, or zip code). When a project location is selected, a
list of “Location Cost Factors” for materials, labor and equipment associated with
the major specification groups is displayed.

TRACER has a lot of promise as a tool for preparing detailed quantity and
cost estimates from basic project information. The input requirements are fairly
simple. Other detail parameters come with default values. The choices for
highway and bridge type are somewhat limited however, and do not correspond to
TxDOT types. The items in the assembly models do not match TxDOT standard
items, and the price data does not appear to be transportation-specific.

The user interface is fairly simple and most users can learn it with minimal
training. Since calculations are made when an “Accept” box is clicked, it is easy
to see the results of a change, and to “Reset” if needed. The folder structure in
which the estimates are saved is somewhat confusing, however.

TRACER does not allow the estimator to define the estimate type (e.g.,
conceptual, parametric, elemental) with a confidence level/contingency factor
being calculated. Instead, the user can adjust the project markups including
escalation, general conditions, overhead, profit, design cost, and contingency. If
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these are not standardized or locked in, then the “fudge factor” in estimates is
uncontrolled, and the ability to track sources of variability and scope changes is
diminished.

2.5.2 Statistical Analysis
This section provides a brief overview of statistical methods employed by
various DOTs.

The Alabama Highway Department (AHD) has developed a

procedure for preliminary cost estimates using a stepwise regression technique.
Input data are easily obtained from conceptual design and early scope definitions
of projects. Total project cost per mile is estimated with a list of probable
predictors of quantities of work items per mile.

Six independent models have

beenbuilt to accommodate six project types as defined by AHD. The accuracy
of each model for preliminary project cost per mile varies within ±35% (Bell
1987).

Saito (1991) developed statistical models for the estimation of bridge
replacement costs for 279 bridges replaced between 1980 and 1985 by the Indiana
Department of Transportation.

Cost data were converted to 1985 using

construction price indices from the Federal Highway Administration (Bureau of
the Census, 1986).

The effects of factors such as superstructure type and

highway type on bridge replacement costs were analyzed through the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) technique.

Then, two alternative cost prediction models

were established, a component-cost model and a total bridge cost model.
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Bridge

attributes employed in the final models include bridge structure length, deck
width, vertical clearance, approach road length, and the amount of earthwork
needed.

The addition of component cost models proved to be better than the

total cost model (Saito 1991).

A preliminary estimating methodology was developed by Sanders, et al.
(1992) for 1987-1988 urban bridge widening projects in Alabama.

Cost prices

for nine line items that individually made up more than 1% of the total project
cost were estimated by nine corresponding regression models.
item can be predicted by the quantity of related work.

The cost of each

The cost of engineering,

inspections, right-of-way, and some other items normally associated with total
cost were not included in these models (Schexnayder 2003; Sanders 1992).

Chengalur-Smith et. al. (1996) followed the modeling approach developed
by Saito (1991) to estimate the costs of bridge rehabilitation.

Instead of

estimating bridge replacement costs, this research employed more complex cost
estimation over a wide range of options from repair work to replacement of
various elements within projects.

The model addressed eight explanatory

variables including region, bridge type, deck area, substructure area, age,
functional class, component condition index, and work done, to explain the
response variables, component cost, subtotal costs, and unit cost respectively.
This methodology provides guidance and a systematic approach for those who
wish to analyze cost estimates associated with related construction activities.
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Wilmot (2003) developed a model estimating future overall highway
construction costs in Louisiana in terms of a highway construction cost index.
5

LHCI n =

∑p

i =1
5

∑p
i =1

i ,n

⋅ Qi

i ,1987

⋅ Qi

Where LHCIn = Louisiana Highway Construction Index in year n; Pi,n =
average price of representative pay item i in year n; and Qi = quantity of
representative pay item i during the period 1984-1997.
The authors divided the overall model into five submodels each of which
include one dominant construction item as a predictor.

The whole model

structure is shown in Figure 2.6.

Overall Model

Composite Highway Construction Cost Model

Submodel

Excavation &
Embankment

Concrete
Pavement

Asphalt
Pavement

Reinforcing
Steel Concrete

Structural

Pay item

Embankment
material

Class AA
concrete

Asphaltic
concrete

Deformed
reinf. steel

Class AA
concrete

Figure 2.6: Overall Highway Construction Cost Model (adapted from Wilmot
2003)
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Wilmot determined that an average growth rate of 3.3% per year in
construction costs in Louisiana is expected, based on the statistical analysis of
2,827 highway and bridge contracts during the period 1984-1987.

2.5.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
Some researchers recognize that cost estimates should not be represented
as a definitive value but rather as a range.

By using Monte Carlo simulation, one

can develop a probabilistic cost estimating system under alternative scenarios.
In this way, a range of cost estimates can be developed for a variety of scenarios.
In this case an abundant amount of statistical data is needed.

Touran (1993) developed an accurate model for predicting the cost of line
items that generally exhibit the greatest amount of variability.

A concise

formula, Ctotal=ΣCi, was employed to estimate desired probabilistic cost elements.
The author determined that there was no need to include every cost component in
the project as random variables, therefore only the desired cost elements with
historical uncertainties were estimated by using Monte Carlo simulation.
Random numbers are generated from the data, and then are transformed to userdesired cost elements in order to develop an initial probabilistic estimate (Ctotal).
After the distribution for Ctotal is calculated, it can be rolled up with other fixed
components of project costs to obtain total project costs.
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2.5.4 Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks have the ability to model complex systems with
a minimal amount of data input (Schexnayder 2003). Morcous (1997) applied
neural networks to estimate preliminary quantities for bridge work items in Egypt.
Two neural network models were developed to estimate concrete volume and
prestressing weight based on 20 sample bridges built between 1977 and 1997. A
commercial software package, BrainMaker simulator, was employed to estimate
these two main items for navigable spans superstructure.

In 2001, Morcus used

neural networks to estimate preliminary item-level quantity of concrete volume
and prestressing weight for highway bridges in Egypt.

The estimate errors were

found to be within ±7.5% and ±11.5% for concrete volume and prestressing
weight respectively.

Rather than using black-box commercial software, Hegazy (1998)
developed a neural network simulation in a spreadsheet format.

The main

objective was to build up a parametric cost-estimating model for highway
projects.

Eighteen actual cases of highway projects (1994-1998) constructed in

Newfoundland, Canada, were used as the training source of cost data to compare
neural network weights.

Three weight-determining methods, back propagation

training, simplex optimization, and genetic algorithms optimization, were
assessed for this case study.

Factors used as model input include description of

project size, year of construction, project location, capacity, and other uncertaintyrelated factors.

The authors concluded that the networks of simplex optimization
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and back-propagation training were most suited to the case study because they
produced less errors, 1.3% and 19.3% respectively as compared to 22.5% for
genetic algorithms optimization.

This research demonstrates the practicality of

using spreadsheet programs in developing adequate neural network models for
highway projects.

Adeli (1998) formulated a model to estimate the cost of reinforcedconcrete (RC) pavement.

The author collected 242 data samples from historical

RC pavement projects conducted by the Ohio Department of Transportation
(ODOT).

Half of the data sets were randomly selected as training data and the

other half were used to validate the model. In the illustrated example, only
quantity information for RC pavement was used as input data and unit cost was
used as an output variable.

The average error for predictive unit costs for

pavement was 16.5% of average unit cost.

Al-Tabtabai (1999) used neural networks to predict preliminary cost
estimation of highway construction based on five experts’ judgment. The output
of this model is the percent change in total cost based on input of nine
predominant factors: location, utilities, soil nature, type of consultant, detour
construction, hauling distance, financial condition, type of road, and need.
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2.6 IMPORTANT COST FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION
Many studies have identified cost factors that should be considered in
preparing estimates.

Akinci et. al. (1998) reviewed uncontrollable risk sources

that affect the contractor’s risk of cost overrun.

Sources of these risks were

classified into the cost estimate phase and final cost phase and were presented in
terms of a knowledge map as shown in Figure 2.7 (Akinci 1998):
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Figure 2.7: Knowledge Map Representing Contractor’s Cost Overrun Based on Uncontrollable Factors
(adapted from Akinci 1998)
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2.7 COST GROWTH FACTORS IN HIGHWAY PROJECTS
The most common causes of cost growth for highway projects can be
divided into three groups, namely project factors, organization factors, and
estimate factors.

2.7.1 Project Factors
Project cost performance is directly related to project conditions.

The

following list briefly discusses some of these primary factors.

z

Changing economic or market conditions: (Schexnayder 2003; Baloi
2003; Akinci 1998; Akintoye 1998; Black 1984).

Historical bid

prices presented during extreme market conditions can lead to
misleading estimating results.

Such conditions should include

assessment of the following:
o How competitive is the market (i.e. bidder competition; need for

work)?
o Is adequate materials and labor available? (availability and

supplies of resources) (TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003
pp. 4-28)
o Are operators for specialty equipment available (Schexnayder

2003; Baloi 2003; TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, pp.
4-28)?
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o Are interest rates stable? (Schexnayder 2003; Baloi 2003; TxDOT

PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, pp. 4-28)
z

Project type: (Baloi 2003, p. 264); Project complexity/Complexity of
design and construction (Baloi 2003; Akinci 1998; Akintoye 1998)

z

Project location: Urban/Rural/Suburban (Schexnayder 2003; Odeck
2003; Wilmot 2003; Akintoye 1998; TxDOT PS&E Preparation
Manual 2003, p. 4-28)

z

Project size: (Schexnayder 2003; Wilmot 2003; Baloi 2003; Akinci
1998; Akintoye 1998; TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, p. 428);

Smaller projects are more likely to overrun their budgets

(Odeck 2003), appropriate controls must be in place to manage the
project.
z

Duration of construction periods: (Flyvbjerg 2002; Baloi 2003;
Akintoye 1998; TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, p. 4-28;
Black 1984)

z

Traffic conditions: (TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003)

z

Prevalent scope changes after the preliminary estimate.

Sanders et.

al. (1992) indicated that one of major causes of inaccuracy in
preliminary cost estimates occurs when the estimate does not change
as the scope is developed. (Sanders 1992; Akinci 1998; Baloi 2003;
Black 1984)
z

Unforeseen

engineering

complications

and

constructability

challenges (Schexnayder 2003; Baloi 2003; Akintoye 1998) such as,
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geological conditions (Akinci 1998; Baloi 2003), unexpected site
conditions (Baloi 2003), weather conditions (Baloi 2003), and
construction season (Baloi 2003; TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual
2003, p. 4-28)
z

Construction accessibility (Baloi 2003; Akintoye 1998; TxDOT
PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, p. 4-28) such as site constraints,
access and storage limitations

z

Restricted working hours on a project can have a large negative effect
on prices, e.g. work limited to night time (TxDOT PS&E Preparation
Manual 2003, p. 4-28)

z

Use of new technology (e.g. amount of specialist work), method of
construction or construction techniques (Schexnayder 2003; Baloi
2003; Akintoye 1998; Black 1984)

z

Experimental or research items and special specifications or
provisions (TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, p. 4-28; Black
1984)

2.7.2 Organization Factors
Projects can be influenced by external factors as well.

The

organizational structure or requirements on project participants can influence
performance.
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z

A project may be oversized for the organizational capacity of the
owner, designer, and/or contractor

z

Contract type and context of contract (Akinci 1998)

z

Changes in regulatory requirements (Schexnayder 2003; Wilmot
2003; Baloi 2003; Akinci 1998; Akintoye 1998)

z

Disruption or discontinuity within the management team or local
political leadership (Schexnayder 2003; Baloi 2003; Akintoye 1998;
Black 1984)

z

Lack of site familiarity by the design team (Schexnayder 2003)

z

Expertise of the consultants involved in the project (Akintoye 1998;
TxDOT PS&E Preparation Manual 2003, p. 4-28)

z

Poor communication between districts and head office (Akintoye
2000)

2.7.3 Estimate Factors
Quality and timing of the estimate also influence cost performance.

z

Timing of estimate cost data versus timing of expenditure.
escalation (i.e., inflation) must be factored in.

Cost

The Federal Highway

Agency (FHWA) recommends using the mid-point of construction as
the timing basis (Flyvbjerg 2002; Baloi 2003; Wilmot 2003)
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z

Estimator-related factors such as cognitive biases: including
availability,

representative,

adjustment

and

anchoring,

and

motivational bias (Baloi 2003; Akinci 1998)
z

Estimating team experience (Trost 2003; Akintoye 2000)

z

Quality of cost information (Trost 2003; Akintoye 2000)

z

Time allowed to prepare the estimate (Trost 2003; Akintoye 2000)

z

Wide variability in contractor’s (subcontractors’) prices (Akintoye
2000)

z

Lack of review of cost estimate by management

(Akintoye 2000)

z

Lack of adequate guidelines for estimating (Akintoye 2000)

z

Estimators’ lack of data processing techniques (Akintoye 2000)

2.8 LESSONS FROM OTHER INDUSTRIES AND SECTORS
Trost (2003) established a model which can be used to predict the
accuracy of early cost estimates for capital projects in the process industry based
on an estimate score.

The developed algorithm was adapted from the survey

results with user-defined score sheets that were distributed to the process industry
around the world.

By quantifying the drivers of estimate accuracy, contingency

for capital projects can correspond with various scores derived from statistical
models based on the dataset of 67 completed construction projects. Through
multivariate analysis, the most significant factors in sequence were found to be
basic process design; team experience and cost information; time allowed to
prepare the estimate; site requirements; and bidding and labor climate.
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The

required contingency can be predicted by eleven factors that accounted for over
70% of the variance found in the data.

Law (1994) documented a systematic procedure, format and methods
utilized in the UK by building contractors for estimating labor, plant, material,
subcontractors, overhead and profit.

Ntuen and Mallik (1987) identified

techniques and modeling tools for cost estimating which were classified into four
groups:
z

Experience based (algorithm)

z

Simulation (heuristics, decision rules)

z

Parametric (regression, statistical models, decision rules, Bayesian)

z

Discrete state (linear programming)

Daschbach and Apgar (1988) and Shash and Al-Khaldi (1992)
documented the use of parametric cost estimating techniques including use of
simple arithmetic formulas and statistics in order to produce a detailed application
of cost-factor estimating, as the project evolves into the itemized phase.

Bryan (1991) advocates the use of an assembly pricing technique.

This

method presents costs in composite pieces that can be related easily to drawings.
Akintoye et. al. (2000) used questionnaires as a tool to examine the uses and
techniques of cost estimating and causes of inaccuracy of cost estimating in the
UK. In this study, the authors pointed out that range estimating and parametric
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estimating techniques have not been widely adopted and still were based on an
item by item basis.

Techniques of cost estimating commonly practiced in the

UK were summarized by Akintoye (2000), and is based on a 42% questionnaire
response rate.

In descending order of prevalence, techniques employed

included:
z

Standard estimating procedure

z

Comparison with similar past projects (based on personal experience)

z

Comparison with similar past projects (based on documented facts)

z

Established standards

z

Intuition

z

A simple arithmetic formula

z

Usage of software for estimating

z

Published price information

z

Capital estimating factors

z

Shared information with a subsidiary of the firm

z

Range estimating (based on probabilistic techniques)

z

Guessing

z

Shared information from other construction firms

z

A complex statistical formula

Both cost estimating effectiveness and cost controls effectiveness suffer
when preliminary cost estimates are not based on detailed work quantities (Neil
1986). When such estimates are based on detailed work quantities, however,
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quantity-growth can be easily monitored and tracked as the project progresses
through detailed design. In addition, sources of early estimating errors are more
readily identified and can be helpful in the continuous improvement of the overall
estimating process.
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A significant portion of this research project is a data-mining study
whereby historical data were analyzed using inferential statistical techniques.
This chapter presents the systematic procedures for a quantity-based approach, the
determination of standard major work items and roll-up work items, statistical
methods employed in this research, and computational tool development.
3.1 illustrates an overview of the research methodology.
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Figure

Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Research Methodology
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3.2 ITEM-LEVEL QUANTITY-BASED APPROACH
Currently TxDOT develops cost estimates by summing up each involved
work item quantity multiplied by the corresponding historical unit price delivered
during detailed planning.

In this study, item-level quantity models known at

project outset were developed by exploiting cost data stored in the TxDOT Design
and Construction Information System (DCIS) from FY2001 through FY2003.
The primary motive for the item-level quantity approach rather than estimating at
the project level is to break down major work and to segregate unit price from the
estimates in order to improve accuracy.

This approach enables continuous

tracking and control by initiating quantity estimates at the outset. The basic
estimating parameters as derived from the statistical analysis are then documented
for future input in quantity calculation.

The resulting models will be later

implemented in a relational database management system (RDBMS) for
computation and data storage.

The systematic procedure of the quantity-based

approach is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of Item-Level Quantity Model Development and
Application

3.3 FACTORS AFFECTING ITEM-LEVEL QUANTITY ESTIMATES
The factors affecting item-level quantity pertinent to this research scope
are identified based on the findings from the literature review and input from
TxDOT.

An item-level quantity-driver influence diagram is presented in Figure

3.3 to demonstrate the relationship between these factors.

In this diagram the factors that influence item quantities related to
earthwork, landscape, pavement, base, subgrade, lighting, signing, markings, and
signals are shown in bubbles.

The connection between two bubbles implies that

variation of one variable measured either in a numerical or categorical method
will influence the other one.

A simple qualitative correlation is given by using

this diagram to display the complicated effects among one another. The factors
identified here were thereafter considered as candidate predictors employed in
statistical analysis based upon availability of current data and accessibility of that
information in early phases.
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Figure 3.3: Item-Level Quantity-Driver Influence Diagram Pertaining to Research
Scope Highway Work Items

3.4 WORK BREAK-DOWN STRUCTURE AND HIGHWAY PROJECT TYPES
Work items are broken into different categories by TxDOT in its
Standard Specification to ease the process of designing, cost control, and project
management (TxDOT 2004).

The TxDOT work break-down structure (WBS)

pertaining to highways is exhibited in Figure 3.4. The cost for a specific work
scope of any of the defined project types can be obtained by summing up the costs
of likely work items.

Table 3.1 documents sixteen project types classified in the Design and
Construction Information System, a database archive of statewide highway
project information.

This system allows all districts within Texas to maintain

project data in a standardized format.

In this legacy database, project fiscal year,

project location, highway function, project class, project length, total obligated
amount, proposed design speed, number of lanes, average daily traffic, percent
trucks, item quantity, item unit price, and so forth are organized in related screens.
Displays include project identification screens, project finance screens, project
evaluation screens, a unified transportation program (UTP) update screen, a STIP
(statewide transportation improvement program) update screen, project utility
screens, project processing screens, project estimate screens, a contract summary
screen, prebid conference screen, and sealing and dating screens.
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Figure 3.4: TxDOT Work Item Break-down Structure Pertaining to Highway Projects

Figure 3.4: TxDOT Work Item Break-down Structure Pertaining to Highway
Projects
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For this research work items that are commonly associated with sixteen
project types were collected from the DCIS for the fiscal year between 2001 and
2003.

Table 3.1 and 3.2 lists the project type codes used in DCIS and detailed

work description.

Due to the limited sample data for some project types and the

insignificant scale of total let amount over the specified fiscal years, only projects
with sufficient data and considerable let amounts were selected.

Project types

with sufficient data for analysis are indicated with an asterix in the table.

Table 3.1: TxDOT Highway Project Types (adapted from the TxDOT DCIS User
Manual)
Code
PE
BR*
BWR*

HPR

CNF
WF*
WNF*

Classification
Preliminary
Engineering
Bridge
Replacement
Bridge
Widening or
Rehabilitation
Remove
Hazardous Paint
(Bridge Rehab
Projects)
Convert NonFreeway to
Freeway
Widen Freeway
Widen NonFreeway

Work Description
Preliminary engineering only
Replacement of structure on existing
location
Rehabilitation or widening of deck, sub or
super structure of an existing bridge to
upgrade bridge to loading standards or
geometric standards or traffic capacity
Removal of hazardous paint on bridge
rehabilitation projects

Added capacity conversions of multilane
highways with non-controlled access to
controlled access freeway
Added capacity widening of an existing
freeway facility
Added capacity widening on an existing
non-freeway facility, and addition of travel
lanes
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Table 3.2: TxDOT Highway Project Types (Cont’d)
Code
NLF
NNF*
INC*

Classification
New Location
Freeway
New Location
Non-Freeway
Interchange (New
or Reconstructed)

SC

Seal Coat

OV

Overlay

RES

Restoration

RER*

Rehabilitation of
Existing Road

UPG

Upgrade to
Standards
Freeway
Upgrade to
Standards NonFreeway

UGN*

Work Description
A controlled access facility on new location
A non-freeway facility on new location
A complete interchange facility (such as
trumpet, diamond, three-level diamond,
cloverleaf, partial cloverleaf, or directional)
on new location or reconstruction of
interchange on existing right of way
Surface treatment of one or more
applications of asphalt covered with
aggregate for sealing of existing pavements
Leveling up or surfacing a pavement course,
or any combination composed of a
compacted mixture of mineral aggregate and
asphaltic material
Restoration of pavement structure to existing
configuration to meet 2R standards as a
minimum. This function may include some
minor safety upgrading
Reshaping and/or addition of existing base
courses, including resurfacing, within
existing right of way to meet 3R Standards.
This function includes (but not limited to)
minor safety upgrading, such as widening
culverts and guard fence.
Upgrading of a freeway facility to full
current geometric standards including base
or pavement support enhancements
Upgrading of a non-freeway facility to
current geometric standards including base
or pavement support enhancements

* Project types selected in this research study
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3.5 WORK ITEM SELECTION PROCESS
Due to the uncertainty of infrastructure construction projects, it is regarded
as reasonable in practice if estimators can predict within at least eighty percent of
the total project cost in the preliminary phases.

The selection process for the

work items for target project types were based on this rule of thumb.

Twenty-

two major work items pertaining to the project type bridge replacement (BR), for
instance, were found to comprise 80.22% of the total project costs with a
minimum percentage value of 0.73% among the items in the fiscal years from
2001 to 2003.

Work items that consisted of 0.73% or more of the entire project

costs were categorized as major cost components.

These work items, listed in

Table 3.2, contribute significantly to overall project costs.

The remaining 19.78% of the total project cost is comprised of 310 other
work items.

These items were therefore rolled up and classified as minor work

items and were represented as a fixed percentage, 19.78%, at the preliminary
estimating stage.

This fixed percentage was then combined with the major item

costs alongside engineering contingency to arrive at the estimated total cost for
project-level construction.
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Table 3.2: Major Work Items Associated With Bridge Replacement (BR)
ITEM NO.
COST %
WORK ITEM DESCRIPTION
100 ITEMS: EARTHWORK AND LANDSCAPE
100
1.51%
PREPARING RIGHT OF WAY
110
1.67%
EXCAVATION
132
3.09%
EMBANKMENT
200 ITEMS: SUBGRADE TREATMENTS AND BASE
FLEXIBLE BASE
247
2.62%
300 ITEMS: SURFACE COURSES AND PAVEMENT
HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE PAVEMENT
340
0.76%
CONCRETE PAVEMENT
360
1.55%
400 ITEMS: STRUCTURES
409
1.21%
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILING
DRILLED SHAFT FOUNDATIONS
416
11.67%
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
420
12.69%
REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB
422
7.13%
RETAINING WALL
423
0.86%
425
9.28%
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
EXTENDING CONCRETE STRUCTURES
430
2.79%
RIPRAP
432
1.29%
METAL FOR STRUCTURES
442
2.55%
RAILING
450
1.65%
CONCRETE BOX CULVERTS AND SEWERS
462
2.65%
500 ITEMS: MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION
MOBILIZATION
500
8.28%
502
1.79%
BARRICADES, SIGNS AND TRAFFIC HANDLING
CONSTRUCTING DETOURS
508
1.54%
STRUCTURE APPROACH SLABS
534
0.73%
SPECIAL SPECIFICATION WORK ITEM
3146
2.91%
QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE OF HOT MIX ASPHALT
Total =
80.22%

Similarly for the other selected project types, bridge widening or
rehabilitation (BWR), interchange (INC), new location non-freeway (NNF),
rehabilitation of existing roadway (RER), upgrade to standards non-freeway
UGN, widen freeway (WF), and widen non-freeway (WNF), work items meeting
this criteria were extracted for item-level quantity models development.

The

percentages for major work items with respect to each project type are exhibited
in Appendix A. A detailed list of these work items is provided in Appendix B.
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This research studied only major work items pertaining to earthwork and
landscape, subgrade treatments and base, surface courses and pavement, and
traffic control.

Table 3.3 and 3.4 exhibits the detailed research scope in this

dissertation.

Table 3.3: Major Work Items Pertaining to Earthwork and Landscape, Subgrade
Treatments and Base, Surface Courses and Pavement, and Traffic
Control

Subgrade Treatments and Base

Earthwork & Landscape

Work
Category

Line

Item No.

Work Item Description

BR

BWR

INC NNF RER UGN WF WNF

1

000

TRIPLE ZERO

2

100

PREPARING RIGHT OF WAY

3

104

REMOVING CONCRETE

4

110

EXCAVATION

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

5

132

EMBANKMENT

6

164

SEEDING FOR EROSION CONTROL

7

168

VEGETATIVE WATERING

8

247

FLEXIBLE BASE

9

251

10

260

11

262

12

265

13

275

14

276

REWORKING BASE MATERIAL
LIME TREATMENT FOR
MATERIALS USED AS SUBGRADE
(ROAD MIXED)
LIME TREATMENT FOR BASE
COURSES (ROAD MIXED)
LIME-FLY ASH (LFA) TREATMENT
FOR MATERIALS USED AS
SUBGRADE
PORTLAND CEMENT TREATED
MATERIALS (ROAD MIXED)
PORTLAND CEMENT TREATED
BASE (PLANT MIXED)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●

Table 3.4: Major Work Items Pertaining to Earthwork and Landscape, Subgrade
Treatments and Base, Surface Courses and Pavement, and Traffic
Control (Cont’d)

Lighting, Signing,
Markings, & Signals

Surface Courses and Pavement

Work
Category

Line

Item No.

15

305

16

316

17

340

18

345

19

351

20

354

21

360

22

361

23

3113

24

3117

25

3146

26

3249

27

610

28

618

29

662

30
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Work Item Description
SALVAGING, HAULING AND
STOCKPILING RECLAIMABLE
ASPHALTIC PAVEMENT
SURFACE TREATMENTS
HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE
PAVEMENT
ASPHALT STABILIZED BASE
(PLANT MIX)
REPAIRING EXISTING FLEXIBLE
PAVEMENT STRUCTURE
PLANING AND/OR TEXTURING
PAVEMENT
CONCRETE PAVEMENT
FULL-DEPTH REPAIR OF EXISTING
CONCRETE PAVEMENT
FAST TRACK CONCRETE
PAVEMENT
QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY
ASSURANCE OF ASPHALT
BINDERS FOR BITUMINOUS
MIXTURES
QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY
ASSURANCE OF HOT MIX
ASPHALT
STONE FILLED HOT MIX
ASPHALTIC CONCRETE
PAVEMENT (SFHMACP)
ROADWAY ILLUMINATION
ASSEMBLIES
CONDUIT
WORK ZONE PAVEMENT
MARKINGS
REFLECTORIZED PAVEMENT
MARKINGS

BR

BWR

INC NNF RER UGN WF WNF
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

3.6 STATISTICAL MODEL FORMULATION
To estimate the relationships between the response variable and
explanatory variables, potential predictors illustrated in Figure 3.3 were
comprehensively employed based on data availability to explain the variance in
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the response variables.

A general parametric function used in subsequent

analyses was established as shown below through observation of a series of
preliminary analyses.

(

)

Y = β 0 ⋅ X 1β1 X 2β 2 L X nβ n ⋅ e ( β n +1Dn +1 + β n + 2 Dn + 2Lβ n + m Dn + m ) ⋅ ε

(3.1)

Where,
Y:

work item quantity

β ’s:

estimated parameters

X1 ~ Xn:

predictors representing numerical data

e:

constant

Dn+1 ~ Dn+m: predictors representing categorical data
ε :

error term

This parametric model is a particular type of nonlinear relationship that
has firm grounding in economic theory.

It is called the constant elasticity

relationship or multiplicative relationship and can be transformed into a linear
model by a logarithmic transformation (Saito 1991; Neter 1996; Albright 2003).
In this study, a natural logarithm with base e (i.e. ln) was used.

The equation

was transformed therefore into the following linear model:
ln(Y) = ln(β 0) + β 1ln(X1) + β 2ln(X2) + … +β nln(Xn) +β
+β

n+2Dn+2

+…+ β

n+mDn+m
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+ ln(ε )

n+1Dn+1

(3.2)

Transformation can clearly reduce the impact of outliers and help allay
concerns about violating assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity in
regression analysis when raw data exhibit a skewed pattern (Saito 1991; Neter
1996; Chengalur-Smith 1997; Phaobunjong 2003).

On the other hand, these two

assumptions were not nearly as crucial as the need for independence.

If a

transformation is performed in a least squares regression, the resulting statistical
properties (e.g., best, linear, unbiased estimates) are true only on the transformed
values.

Once the results are “back-transformed” to the original units, these

statistical niceties are lost (Bobko 2001). Equation 3.2 can be expressed as a
general linear regression model in terms of a linear combination of predictors as
below:
Y` = X`β ` + ε `

(3.3)

Where,
Y` =

ln(Y)

X` =

[1

ln(X1) ln(X2) … ln(Xn)

β ` = [ln(β 0)

β

1

β

2

… β

n

ln(Dn+1) … ln(Dm)] ; row vector
β

n+1…

β

n+m]

T

; column vector

ε ` = ln(ε )

Cross-product interaction regression models based on Equation 3.3 were
implemented in the later analyses to improve R-square and to explain interaction
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effects on the variability of the response variable.

When adding interaction

terms to the regression models, caution should be exercised on the existence of
multicollinearities between some of the predictor variables and some of the
interactions terms (Neter 1996).

In addition, when the number of explanatory

variables in the regression model is large, the potential number of interaction
terms can become very large.

Therefore a prior knowledge concerning practical

interpretation of the interaction terms that are most likely to influence the
response variable should be utilized whenever possible.

Stepwise regression using probability of F-test as entry (0.05) and removal
(0.10) criteria was employed throughout the model development.

Upon

obtaining regression model results, several assumptions ought to be revisited
alongside hypothesis testing for the regression model (F-test) and regression
coefficients (t-test) with 95% confidence interval.

An important part of linear regression modeling is checking whether the
required assumptions of linearity and i.i.d. (independence and identical
distribution) of observations are met.

Although the validity of the assumptions

can never be entirely certain, there are ways to check for gross violations by
analyzing residuals (Albright 2003).

The prevailing techniques to diagnose

residuals include boxplot, Q-Q plot, scatterplot, partial regression plot, residuals
versus predicted values, etc. (Norušis 2002).
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3.7 DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING
By using proven statistical models with TxDOT cost data, this study
attempts to develop quantity models as an alternative approach for preliminary
construction cost estimation.

The statistical models were derived from analysis

of quantities and early quantity drivers from historical projects.

The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) statewide computer
network, Design and Construction Information System (DCIS) allows all districts
within Texas to maintain project data in a standardized format.

While many

projects had incomplete data, the DCIS was found to contain extremely useful and
reliable data.

Thus, the database system was used as the data resource for this

research.

Highway projects data were provided by the TxDOT Transportation
Planning and Programming (TPP) Division.

Potential fields that may affect

item-level quantity estimates were extracted from DCIS.

Unit bid prices

associated with corresponding work items was segregated in the data analysis.
Hence, price inflation was not a factor in the later analysis. The raw data fields
names collected from DCIS are listed in Appendix C.

3.7.1 Data Description
The project data collected for this study consist of 545,920 records
consolidated from 2,222 projects.

Eight project types were selected out of
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fourteen possible.

The remaining highway construction types were not regarded

as critical in estimating practices compared to predominant highway construction
types. Several of the excluded project types had limited data available.

The

resulting number of major and roll-up work items employed in classified project
types with the total let amount is summarized in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Descriptive Statistics of Highway Work Items Constructed in FY01FY03
Project
Type

# of
Major
Work
Items

Major Work Item

# of
Roll-up
Work
Items

Total # of
Work
Items
Employed

315

337

# of
Projects

Total Obligated
Amount

BR

319

$499,705,405

22

80.22%

Breakpoint Item
Cost%
0.73%

BWR

48

$90,280,968

37

79.37%

0.41%

182

219

INC

50

$1,215,587,973

24

79.78%

0.78%

410

434

NNF

41

$318,574,607

24

78.89%

0.91%

230

254

RER

431

$1,672,013,465

39

79.58%

0.50%

426

465

UGN

43

$160,004,564

28

80.10%

0.79%

183

211

WF

36

$1,202,484,985

32

80.23%

0.73%

404

436

WNF

150

$1,342,092,319

33

80.25%

0.56%

418

451

Total

1,118

$6,500,744,286

Cumulative
Cost%

Table 3.5 provides details on the major work items that comprise of
approximately 80% of total project costs for each project type.

For rehabilitation

of existing roadway (RER), there were 465 work items of which 39 were major
work items that comprise 79.58% of the total obligated amount. Break-point
item cost determination is equal to the total item cost consumed in FY01-FY03
divided by the total obligated amount for that specific project type.
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Break-

point item cost percentage is described in Figure 3.5.

Roll-up work items less

than 20% of total project costs constituted hundreds of work items.

Once

quantities for each standard item can be estimated, approximately 80% of a
project cost can be determined on the basis of historical statistical analysis.

Work items cost %
above break point
Break-point
item cost %

Classify as

Major Work Items
(Standard Items)

If
If

Work items cost %
below break point

Classify as

Roll-up Work Items
(Non-Standard Items)

Figure 3.5: Illustration of Item Cost Classifying Method for Each Project Type

3.7.2 Data Preparation
This study employs statistical techniques to discover trends and to
document lessons learned.

In order to explore these data, pattern recognition

using descriptive statistics, boxplots, scatter plots, and data transformation are
adopted to discover features from seemingly trivial data.

The predictive

modeling process is described in Figure 3.6. This process was used as a concept
to develop the rules for determining quantity equations for significant drivers.
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Operational
Databases

Feature Selection or
Feature Extraction

Classification

Raw Data

Data
Preprocessing

Data Transformation
Missing/Noise Data and
Outlier Detection
Data Quality

Predictive
Modeling

Data Mining

Simulation Clustering

Pattern Interpretation/
Generalization

Presentation

Visualization
Model Validation

Model Applications
Action/Countermeasure
Documentations

Knowledge

Apply for Future Prediction
Cost Estimating System

Figure 3.6: Process of Discovering Knowledge in Databases with Data Mining
Techniques

Studies have shown that data preparation is the largest portion of
database analysis (Cabena et al. 1998; Soilbelman 2002) especially for mixed data
in nominal, dichotomous, and numerical formats.

This is illustrated in Figure

3.7. For this study, the raw data were collected with assistance of the TxDOT
Austin TPP (Transportation Planning and Programming) Division. It took five
months to gather the essential fields listed in Appendix C for further data cleaning
up process and data inspection.

The following section describes procedures of

data inspection and adequate manipulation.
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Figure 3.7: Required Effort for Each Knowledge Discovery in Database Analysis
(Cabena et al. 1998; Soilbelman 2002)

3.7.3 Procedures of Data Inspection and Manipulation
Data inspection allows the researcher to observe the quality of the data and
to find patterns.

A preliminary examination of the data employed queries,

scatter plots, histogram, box plots, and descriptive statistics.

Some data were

found to be a mixture of metric and English units.

Missing data fields of more than twenty percent were screened out of the
analysis.

Terrain type, project location in an urban or rural area, presence of

traffic signals, and population code were screened.

Although categorical

variables were collected, these discrete variables were converted to continuous
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ones by using dummy indicators for quantitative modeling.

Recoding was

executed on fields for national highway system, trunk system flag, project type,
and main lane type.

With large data sets, data manipulation becomes substantial in
determining useful data to retain for analysis. This study reviewed hundreds of
work items utilized over the past three years for fourteen distinct project types
constructed across Texas.
paid by unit bid prices.

Each work item was measured in prevalent units and

Work Item 360 Concrete Pavement, for example, can be

measured in linear feet, square yards, or cubic yards as stipulated by TxDOT
Standard Specifications.

Therefore quantity units employed for Item 360 in

DCIS were determined by the preference of the estimators and engineers at the
time.

For this study, the author selected the most frequently used unit found in

the data. For Concrete Pavement, the dominant measurement during the past
three years was square yards and therefore is used herein as an indicator for this
measurement.

The remaining Concrete Pavement data with other measurement

units were discarded.

TxDOT intensively depends on item-level estimates in documents.
Occasionally they create new subitems under a given work item due to
construction complexity or needs. This study focuses on item-level quantities
rather than at the subitem-level.

As a result, quantities of subitems were
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aggregated by the break variable CSJ (Control-Section-Job) which is used to
identify projects within Texas.

The last step in data manipulation was to compute and transform needed
predictors for regression analysis. For categorical data, dummy variables were
created as well as interaction terms to account for the likely effects on the
dependent variable.

3.8 DATA ANALYSIS
The data analysis in this study was performed with the aid of the software
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 2003).

Before embarking on

comprehensive analysis, a pilot study was conducted to evaluate the
appropriateness of statistical modeling.

Transformation of variables was

described in the following section as well as assumptions revisited and model
validation.

3.8.1 Pilot Study for Statistical Modeling
In the preliminary analysis, several curve estimation models, including
linear, quadratic, compound, growth, exponential, cubic, inverse, power, and
logarithmic were tested to seek better goodness of fit.

The coefficient of

determination resulting from logarithmic transformation was found to be better
than others in this comprehensive analysis. A box plot of engineering quantity
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versus project type for embankment is shown in Figure 3.8 for instance. The
plot indeed displays an effective natural logarithmic transformation with
approximately normal distribution for the originally positively skewed quantity
values.
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1200000
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773
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1,018 1,038
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807 968

31 26
2

0.00
WF

WNF

BR

BG_ProjClass

BWR

INC

NNF

RER

UGN

WF

BG_ProjClass

Project Type

Project Type

Extreme outlier

° Mild outlier
Figure 3.8: Boxplot for Embankment Quantity

Before finalizing the overall models development, a pilot data analysis
was carried out on excavation for widening of non-freeways (WNF) projects.
Regression analysis was performed to compare the effects of total project area on
engineering quantity for the original and transformed datasets respectively.
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WNF

Scatter plots presented in Figure 3.9 obviously indicated a significant alleviation
on heteroscedasticity (non-equal variance).
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ln(Quantity)

Quantity
(CY)
BJ_EngQuantity

600000.00
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0.00
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10.00
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13.00

14.00

15.00

LN_TPA_2shld

TPA_2shld

Total Project Area (SF)

ln(Total Project Area)

Original Dataset

Natural Logarithmic Transform

Figure 3.9: Scatter Plots of Work Item Excavation: Quantity vs. Total Project
Area

Data produced from the preliminary regression model is illustrated in
Figure 3.10.

From the summary results the overall model is shown to be

significant with a nearly zero p-value (0.000) of F-test. The coefficients of
regressors are also significant at level of α = 0.05.

The adjusted R-Square for

the population is 0.596 which indicates a moderately good fit.
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ANOVAb

Model Summaryb
Model
1

R
R Square
.774a
.599

Adjusted
R Square
.596

Std. Error of
the Estimate
.83688

Model
1

a. Predictors: (Constant), LN_TPA_2shld
b. Dependent Variable: LN_BJ_EngQuantity

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
162.069
108.557
270.626

df
1
155
156

Mean Square
162.069
.700

F
231.406

Sig.
.000a

a. Predictors: (Constant), LN_TPA_2shld
b. Dependent Variable: LN_BJ_EngQuantity

Coefficients a

Descriptive Statistics

LN_BJ_EngQuantity
LN_TPA_2shld

Mean
10.2926
12.9850

Std.
Deviation
1.31711
1.01966

N
157
157

Model
1

(Constant)
LN_TPA_2shld

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
-2.687
.856
1.000
.066

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.774

t
-3.140
15.212

a. Dependent Variable: LN_BJ_EngQuantity

Figure 3.10: Summary Results of Pilot Regression Model

A posterior scatter plot between the predicted values and the residuals
along with validity of linearity and normality assumptions is illustrated in Figure
3.11.

The residual plot shows a roughly identical distributed pattern about the

zero residual line and implies an approximately equal variance of error. Note
that there is a linear trend between inputs and output which indicates the validity
of the linearity assumption.

Normality assumption of the error term is examined

in the last plot and seen to be valid by the exhibition of clustering around the
diagonal.

The resulting formula is displayed as below.

ln(EngQuantity)

=

-2.69

+ ln(TPA_2shld)

EngQuantity = (TPA_2shld) * e-2.69
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(3.4)
(3.5)

Sig.
.002
.000

Where,
EngQuantity: Engineering Quantity of Excavation, cubic yards
TPA_2shld:

Total Project Area including two sided shoulders, square
feet

e:

Constant

Total project area is derived from project length multiplied by project
width.

Historical project length was stored in the database while project width

was obtained by multiplying lane width by number of main lanes plus shoulder
widths.
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Figure 3.11: Scatter Plots for Regression Model Assumption Revisited

3.8.2 Predictors Selection and Transformation
Candidate predictors were selected based on availability of data. All
predictors are drivers that affect quantity estimates.

Since cost estimates are

non-negative values and are positively skewed, logarithmic transformation for the
raw data was used to alleviate the violation of normality assumption of cost data
as indicated in many studies (Saito 1991; Sander 1992; Touran 1993; Neter 1996;
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Chengalur-Smith 1997; Tighe 2001; Norušis 2002; Phaobunjong 2003).

Some

independent variables with missing or zero entries including proposed design
speed and percent trucks were replaced with one to prevent an undefined
transformation.

A summary of variables employed in the following model development is
listed in Appendix D. The table documents the data type for each variable.

In

the final analysis, however, the variables were all converted to quantitative values
through dummy indicators to perform regression modeling.
variable for all models is engineering quantity (EngQuantity).

The response
Explanatory

variables are classified into identification variables, basic input parameters (BIPs),
computed input parameters (CIPs), and interaction terms.
variable CSJ is a unique number assigned to each project.

The identification

This project identifier

was used as a break variable to aggregate project item data with the same ID
number and the same units but with a different sub-item number. Means for the
remaining variables in this dataset were calculated.

The interaction terms were

the assumed predictors that might have interactive effects on engineering
quantity.

Table 3.6 and 3.7 shows the treated and transformed variables

employed in the regression analysis based on testing models results.
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Table 3.6: Variables Used in the Model Development
Variable

Form In Model

Dependent Variable:
Engineering Quantity:

ln Q (i.e. loge Q)

Independent Variables:
(Percent Trucks) * (Present Average
Daily Traffic):

ln (PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)

(Project Type) * (Project Length):

(BR) * (ln PL)
(BWR) * (ln PL)
(INC) * (ln PL)
(NNF) * (ln PL)
(RER) * (ln PL)
(UGN) * (ln PL)
(WF) * (ln PL)
(WNF) * (ln PL)

(Project Type) * (Project Width):

(BR) * (ln PW)
(BWR) * (ln PW)
(INC) * (ln PW)
(NNF) * (ln PW)
(RER) * (ln PW)
(UGN) * (ln PW)
(WF) * (ln PW)
(WNF) * (ln PW)

(Urban or Rural) * (Percent Trucks) *
(Present Average Daily Traffic):

(UrbanRural_U) *
{ln(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)}

(Urban or Rural) * (Proposed Design
Speed):

(UrbanRural_U) *
{(lnProposedDESSpeed)}

National Highway System:

NHS_Y
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Table 3.7: Variables Used in the Model Development (Cont’d)
Variable

Form In Model

Project Type:

BR (Refer to Table 3.1)
BWR
INC
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Project Width:

ln PW

Proposed Design Speed:

ln ProposedDESSpeed

Project Length:

ln ProjLength

Trunk System Flag:

TrunkSysFlag_Y

Urban or Rural:

UrbanRural_U

3.8.3 Statistical Assumptions Revisited and Model Validation
An important task after building fitted models is to check whether the
required statistical assumptions of independence and identical distribution of
residuals (i.i.d), linearity, normality and avoidance of multicollinearity are met
(Norušis 2002).
residuals.

The assumption of i.i.d. was examined through scatter plots of

P-P plots were drawn during analysis to check for normality of

regression of the standardized residual. If the residuals are normally distributed
then there should be a linear relationship between the expected and observed
cumulative probabilities.
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Multicollinearity exists as a fairly strong linear relationship between two
or more independent variables (Albright 2003).

The degree to which the

predictors are correlated among themselves can affect regression results and make
estimation unstable.

The strength of collinearity among the independent

variables in the models was measured by a statistic called tolerance.

The

tolerance is the proportion of variability defined as 1 – Ri2, where Ri2 is the
coefficient of determination of variable i when variable i is predicted from all
other independent variables (George 2003).

SPSS (2002) suggests if any of the

tolerances are less than 0.1, multicollinearity may be a problem.

In this study

the predictors were excluded to run the analysis again, once the suggested
tolerances were encountered.

After the needed checks have been taken to make sure the compliance of
statistical assumptions, the final step in the model-building process is the validity
of the predicted models.

Model validation usually involves checking the model

against observed or independent data (Saito 1991; Neter 1996; Abdul-Wahab
2003).

The validity of item-level quantity-based models developed in this study

was calibrated through scatter plots of predicted versus observed values. In
addition, predictive ability of models selected from studied work categories were
checked through the collection of new highway projects extracted from TxDOT
DCIS.
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3.9 PRELIMINARY ITEM-LEVEL COST ESTIMATING SYSTEM (PILCES)
DEVELOPMENT
A desktop software application, entitled Preliminary Item-Level Cost
Estimating System (PILCES) was built to accommodate item-level quantity-based
models using a relational database structure.

The computer-based relational

database was first developed by E. F. Codd of IBM® in 1970.

Relational

Database Management Systems (RDBMS) offer many advantages over flat-file
storage (Rob 2004; Bradley 2005). A database is a collection of tables in which
data are stored in a matrix form consisting of a series of row/column intersection
(Rob 2004).

The most important advantage of an RDBMS is its ability to

provide a friendly human interface while maintaining consistent data with
minimum data redundancy.

The computer-based application was developed to

assist TxDOT estimators and engineers in preparing early estimates.

The primary software used in this study included was Microsoft® Access®,
Apache Web Server, MySQL Database Server and Internet Explorer®.

The

programming languages used to access and manipulate the database system were
Visual Basic, SQL (Structured Query Language), HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language), and PHP (PHP Hypertext Preprocessor).

Computing ability is

implemented through a Graphical User Interface (GUI) consisting of fields that
require users to input estimating information for quantity calculation. By means
of relational tables, unit prices with respect to calculated work items are derived
automatically to integrate with corresponding predictive quantity models.
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The

preliminary item-level cost estimates are then output in a standard format for
continuous tracking.

This Chapter provided the basic methodology employed for this study.
Chapter 4 provides a detailed assessment and analysis summary of selected
construction activities.
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CHAPTER IV: QUANTITY ESTIMATE STATISTICAL
MODELS

This chapter provides a detailed review of the historical data found in
TxDOT’s DCIS database.

Standard work items, as selected by their significant

contribution to project cost will be analyzed using multivariate regression within
several project types. The scope of analyzed construction activities in this study
include: (1) earthwork and landscape, (2) subgrade treatments and base, (3)
surface course and pavement, and (4) lighting, signing, markings and signals.
Item-level quantity models will be tested for goodness of fit and statistical
validity.

4.1 QUANTITY MODELS FOR EARTHWORK AND LANDSCAPE-RELATED
WORK ITEMS
The major work items pertaining to earthwork and landscape are listed
alongside scope of work and units for measurement in Table 4.1. There are
several measurements to gauge work performed and materials consumed.

In this

study the units for measurement employed in the predictive models were
determined based on the highest occurring frequency found in the historical data.
Work performed was paid for at the unit price bid basis.
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Table 4.1: List of Major Work Items Pertaining to Earthwork and Landscape
#

TXDOT
Work Item
No.a

Scope of Work

Measurementb

PREPARING RIGHT OF WAY

Remove and dispose of all obstructions

STA.

Work Item
Earthwork & Landscape - Related

E-1

100

E-2

104

REMOVING CONCRETE

Remove curb, concrete pavement etc.

CY

E-3

110

EXCAVATION

Earth cuts & rock cuts

CY

E-4

132

EMBANKMENT

Furnish, place and compact mat'ls for
construction of roadways,
embankments, levees, dikes, etc.

CY

E-5

164

SEEDING FOR EROSION CONTROL

Temporary or permanent seeding for
erosion control

SY

E-6

168

VEGETATIVE WATERING

Provide and distribute water to promote
growth of vegetation as directed

MG

a

Work Item No.: Item No. used in TXDOT Standard Specifications for Construction of Highways, Streets and Bridges

b

Unit used in the predictive model

4.1.1 Item 100: Preparing Right of Way
A front-end parametric equation for Item 100: Preparing right of way was
derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors. The fitted
model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95
percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square
value) of 0.839.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were all found to

be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent confidence interval.

Model E-1:
Q100 = PL1.026-0.482RER-0.699NNF PW-0.064RER e0.252TrunkSysFlag_Y-0.266UGN (4.1)

Where,
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Q100:

Quantity of Preparing Right of Way, (STA.)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

BR:

Bridge Replacement (reference category)

BWR:

Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation

INC:

Interchange

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Road

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

TrunkSysFlag_Y:

Trunk System Flag

This model implies that highway projects labeled “trunk system flag”
involved a higher cost in preparing the right of way.

For construction activities

related to roadway upgrade or rehabilitation, there seems to be less preparation of
right of way.

This model also suggests that the interactive effects of project

length or width on quantity of preparing the right of way depend on project types.

The input parameters are summarized in the following Table 4.2 and the
predictive model was found to be appropriate within the specified range. As the
data were positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean was
used in describing the project length and width.
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Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Preparing Right of Way
Quantity (Sample Size = 795)
Project
Type
BR
BWR
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.032
1.715
0.095
0.019
3.939
0.340
0.046
5.470
1.359
0.369
19.985
3.143
0.162
17.523
3.390
0.170
8.260
2.158
0.114
10.783
1.476

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
24
72
24
24
48
24
24
96
48
24
116
24
24
104
24
48
222
80
24
92
48

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.1 shows

that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.1: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Preparing Right of Way (Sample Size = 795)

4.1.2 Item 104: Removing Concrete
The regression model for Removing Concrete exhibited a poor R-square
value of 0.039.

The quantity and cost variable was regressed on the predictors

and showed an unsatisfactory percentage of variation that could not be accounted
for in both cases. Hence, a fixed cost percentage based on historical descriptive
statistics, shown in Table 4.3 was suggested for this work item.
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Table 4.3 Fixed Cost Percentage for Item 104: Removing Concrete Associated
with Project Type
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
BWR

0.62

RER

0.62

4.1.3 Item 110: Excavation
A front-end parametric equation for excavation was derived by regressing
historical quantities of excavation on transformed predictors.

The fitted model,

as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95 percent
confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square value)
of 0.64.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were individually tested

and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent
confidence interval.

Model E-3:
Q110 = PL1.060-0.639RER-0.712BWR-0.590INC-0.422NNF PW0.456INC+0.363WF
*(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.044 e8.215+2.208NNF+1.221WNF

Where,
Q110:

Quantity of Excavation, (cubic yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)
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(4.2)

BR:

Bridge Replacement (reference category)

BWR:

Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation

INC:

Interchange

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Road

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

PercentTrucks:

Percent Trucks, %

AdtPresent:

Average Daily Traffic Present, vehicle/day

Results from the excavation model suggest that freeway and non-freeway
projects generally require the most excavation. The model also suggests that for
the projects including: BWR, INC, NNF, and RER, WF and WNF, excavation
quantity mostly depend on project length or width.

The input parameters are summarized in the following Table 4.4 and the
predictive model is appropriate within the specified range.

As the data were

positively skewed, the robust statistic median, instead of the mean was used in
describing the number of trucks, project length and width.
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Table 4.4: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Excavation Quantity
(Sample Size = 1229)
Project Project Length (miles)
Type
BR
BWR
INC
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Min.
0.047
0.001
0.084
0.091
0.307
0.162
0.170
0.114

ADTPresent * PercentTrucks
Project Width (feet)
(truck/day)

Max. Median Min.
2.377 0.098
0
3.939 0.320
0
10.744 1.013
0
16.205 1.660
0
21.180 3.373
0
17.523 3.012
0
8.260 1.911
0
10.166 1.647
0

Max.
7492
360
20211
17780
10350
9651
14880
2997

Median
0
0
1394
0
0
0
4720
0

Min.
24
24
24
24
24
24
48
24

Max. Median
108
24
72
24
120
48
96
24
116
24
104
24
222
80
94
48

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.2 shows

that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.2: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Excavation (Sample Size = 1229)

4.1.4 Item 132: Embankment
A front-end parametric equation for Item 132: Excavation was derived by
regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors. The fitted model, as
shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95 percent
confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square value)
of 0.568.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were individually tested
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and were to be found significantly different from zero at the 95 percent
confidence interval.

Model E-4:
1.480-0.954RER-1.031BWR-1.091INC-0.898UGN-0.788WNF-0.801NNF

Q132 = PL

- 0.828WF

*e

* PW0.382 * (PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.103

8.125 -2.036RER+0.545INC+0.367TrunkSysFlag_Y

- 0.610UrbanRural_U-1.031WNF-1.069UGN-1.180BWR

Where,
Q132:

Quantity of Embankment, (cubic yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

BR:

Bridge Replacement (reference category)

BWR:

Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation

INC:

Interchange

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Road

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

PercentTrucks:

Percent Trucks, (%)

AdtPresent:

Average Daily Traffic Present, (vehicle/day)
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(4.3)

The parametric equation implies that the more the number of trucks for
which the highway was designed, the more quantity incurred for highway
excavation. For urban construction there was less embankment activity than that
in rural areas.

It can be observed from the equation if the highway was part of

the trunk system in Texas, the quantity of embankment increased as the remaining
predictors held constant.

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.5 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range. As the data were
positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean was used in
describing the number of trucks, project length and width.
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Table 4.5: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Embankment (Sample
Size = 1053)
Project Project Length (miles)
Type
BR
BWR
INC
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Min.
0
0.01
0.01
0.01
0
0.01
0.03
0.01

ADTPresent * PercentTrucks
Project Width (feet)
(truck/day)

Max. Median Min.
0.23 0.010
1
0.33 0.020
0
0.65 0.100
0
0.54 0.120
0
1.99 0.400
0
1.80 0.335
0
0.83 0.215
0
1.07 0.140
0

Max.
7492
360
20211
17780
10350
9651
14880
2561

Median
0
0
1432
0
0
0
4373
0

Min. Max. Median
16
123
40
40
88
40
40
135
64
16
111
52
16
995
40
40
104
40
56
222
88
16
92
64

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.3 shows

that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.3: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Embankment (Sample Size = 1053)

4.1.5 Item 164: Seeding for Erosion Control
A front-end parametric equation for Item 164: Seeding for erosion control
was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors.

The

fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at
the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted Rsquare value) of 0.709.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were
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individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model E-5:
Q164 = (PL)

1.374

(ProposedDESSpeed)

0.112 10.419

e

(4.4)

Where,
Q164:

Quantity of Seeding for Erosion Control, (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

UGN: Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards (reference category)
WNF: Widen Non-Freeway

An interesting finding in this model was the higher proposed design speed
the more quantity of seeding for erosion control was incurred in the specified
projects.

The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.6 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

As the nature of

the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean
was used in describing the project length and proposed design speed.
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Table 4.6: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Seeding for Erosion
Control Quantity (Sample Size = 101)
Project
Type
UGN
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.162
13.168
3.492
0.205
10.783
1.711

Proposed Design Speed (mph)
Min.
Max.
Median
0
65
0
0
70
0

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.4 shows

that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.4: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Seeding for Erosion Control (Sample Size = 101)

4.1.6 Item 168: Vegetative Watering
A front-end parametric equation for Item 168: Vegetative watering was
derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors. The fitted
model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95
percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square
value) of 0.467.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were
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individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model E-6:
Q168 = (PL*ProposedMNLNNo)0.973 * e5.367-1.154UrbanRural_U

(4.5)

Where,
Q168:

Quantity of Vegetative Watering, (MG)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

ProposedMNLNNo: Proposed Main Lane No.
UrbanRural_U:

Urban or Rural area, default as urban area

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

Equation 4.5 suggests that for construction performed in an urban area,
there required less embankment and excavation than in a rural environment, other
predictors remained constant.

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.7 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

A robust

statistical median, instead of the mean was used in describing project length and
proposed main lane number.
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Table 4.7: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Vegetative Watering
Quantity (Sample Size = 43)
Project
Type
UGN

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.162
13.168
3.39

Proposed Main Lane No.
Min.
Max.
Median
2
6
2

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.5 shows

that the predicted and historical values approximately cluster around the diagonal
line.
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Figure 4.5: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Vegetative Watering (Sample Size = 43)

4.2 QUANTITY MODELS FOR SUBGRADE TREATMENTS AND BASE-RELATED
WORK ITEMS
The major work items pertaining to subgrade treatments and base are
listed below with associated scope of work and units for measurement in Table
4.8. There are several measurements commonly used round Texas to gauge
work performed and materials consumed for these activities.

In this study the

units for measurement employed in the predictive models were determined based
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on the highest occurring frequency found in the historical data.

Work performed

was paid for at the unit price bid basis.

Table 4.8: List of Major Work Items Pertaining to Subgrade Treatments and Base
#

TXDOT
Work Item
No.a

Work Item

Measurementb

Scope of Work

Subgrade Treatments & Base - Related
S-1

247

FLEXIBLE BASE

Construct a foundation course
composed of flexible base

CY

S-2

251

REWORKING BASE MATERIAL

Refinish existing base material or
rework existing base material with or
without asphaltic concrete pavement

SY

S-3

260

LIME TREATMENT FOR MATERIALS USED
AS SUBGRADE (ROAD MIXED)

Mix and compact lime, water, and
subgrade in the roadway

SY

S-4

262c

LIME TREATMENT FOR BASE COURSES
(ROAD MIXED)

Mix and compact lime, water, and base
in the roadway

SY

S-5

265

LIME-FLY ASH (LFA) TREATMENT FOR
MATERIALS USED AS SUBGRADE

Mix and compact water, fly ash (FA) or
lime and fly ash (LFA), and subgrade or
base in the roadway

TON

S-6

275

PORTLAND CEMENT TREATED MATERIALS
(ROAD MIXED)

Mix and compact cement, water, and
subgrade or base in the roadway

SY

S-7

276

PORTLAND CEMENT TREATED BASE (PLANT
MIXED)

Construct a base course composed of
flexible base, hydraulic cement, and
water, mixed in an approved plant

SY

a

Work Item No.: Item No. used in TXDOT Standard Specifications for Construction of Highways, Streets and Bridges

b

Unit used in the predictive model

c

Combined with Item 260, "Lime Treatment (Road Mixed)"

4.2.1 Item 247: Flexible Base
A front-end parametric equation for Item 247: Flexible base was derived
by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors.

The fitted model,

as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95 percent
confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square value)
of 0.767.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were individually tested
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and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent
confidence interval.

Model S-1:
Q247 = e8.129+1.858INC(PL)1.061-0.851NNF-0.793BWR-0.610INC
-0.234RER+1.667WF

(PW)0.273WNF+0.289NNF

(4.6)

Where,
Q247:

Quantity of Flexible Base, (cubic yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

BR:

Bridge Replacement (reference category)

BWR: Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation
INC:

Interchange

NNF: New Location Non-Freeway
RER: Rehabilitation of Existing Road
UGN: Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards
WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF: Widen Non-Freeway

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.9 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

As the nature of

the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median was used in describing
project length and width.
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Table 4.9: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Flexible Base Quantity
(Sample Size = 492)
Project
Type
BR
BWR
INC
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.03
2.38
0.09
0.00
0.99
0.34
0.00
2.86
1.118
0.00
5.47
0.804
0.10
19.99
4.597
0.16
17.52
3.923
0.72
8.26
2.12
0.11
9.23
1.6365

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
12
96
24
24
48
24
24
96
48
12
72
24
12
48
24
24
60
24
56
222
80
24
72
48

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.6 shows

that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.6: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Flexible Base (Sample Size = 492)

4.2.2 Item 251: Reworking Base Material
A front-end parametric equation for Item 251:Reworking base material
was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors.

The

fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at
the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted Rsquare value) of 0.709.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were
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individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model S-2:
Q251 = (PL)0.803e9.692-1.218URBAN_U

(4.7)

Where,
Q251:

Quantity of Reworking Base Material, (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

Urban_U:

Urban or Rural area, default as urban area

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway (reference category)

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

The input parameters summarized in Table 4.10 were used in the
predictive model, which was found to be appropriate within the specified range.
As the nature of the data was positively skewed, the robust statistic median,
instead of the mean was used in describing project length.

Table 4.10: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Reworking Base
Material Quantity (Sample Size = 129)
Project
Type
RER
UGN

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.26
15.00
5.06
0.79
13.17
3.923
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Validity of the model was inspected through scatter plot of the predicted
versus observed values. The derived predictive model was calibrated in terms of
goodness of fit.

The Figure 4.7 shows that the predicted and historical values

approximately cluster around the diagonal line which indicates the validity of the
general linear model.

As the logarithmic engineering quantity increases more

than 10, the predictive model seems to exhibit narrower prediction variance than
those quantity values less than 10.
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Figure 4.7: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Reworking Base Material (Sample Size = 129)
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4.2.3 Item 260 and Item 262: Lime Treatment (Road-Mixed)
Item 262 was eliminated in the TxDOT 2004 Standard Specifiations and
combined with Item 260.

Therefore, the historical data associated with Item 260

and Item 262 were pooled to derive the item-level predictive model for lime
treatment.

The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was

statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of
determination (adjusted R-square value) of 0.541.

The regression coefficients of

the fitted model were individually tested and were all found to be significantly
different from zero at 95 percent confidence interval.

Model S-3:
Q260 = (PL)0.716+0.590WF(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.063e10.601-0.596RER
(4.8)
Where,
Q260:

Quantity of Lime Treatment, (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

INC:

Interchange (reference category)

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Road

WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

PercentTrucks:

Percent Trucks, (%)

AdtPresent:

Average Daily Traffic Present, (vehicle/day)
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Based on historical data, model S-3 indicates the predictive quantity of
Lime Treatment is influenced by the design number of trucks which is equal to
percent trucks multiplied by average daily traffic.

This is quite reasonable since

higher bearing capacity of pavement is required for heavy trucks and can be
reached by improving the base or subgrade utilizing lime treatment.

The model

also suggests that the interactive effects of project length on lime treatment
quantity depend on project type, such as WF.

From the equation, an RER

project appears to incur less lime treatment activity as compared to INC project.

The input parameters are summarized in the following Table 4.11 and the
predictive model was found to be appropriate within the specified range. As the
nature of the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of
the mean was used in describing project length, present average daily traffic, and
percent trucks.

Table 4.11: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Lime Treatment
Quantity (Sample Size = 363)
Project
Type
INC
NNF
RER
WF
WNF

ADT Present (veh/day)
Project Length (mile)
Min. Max. Median Min.
Max. Median
0.036 6.57 1.245
0
234681 9500
0.080 3.86 1.640
0
254000
700
0.364 16.04 3.180
0
235930
0
0.170 8.26 2.158
0
187500 48691
0.110 9.23 2.002
0
30240
4662
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Percent Trucks (%)
Min. Max. Median
0
27.6
0
0
14.1
0
0
48.2
0
0
27.5 8.6
0
22.5
0

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.8 shows
that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.8: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Lime Treatment (Sample Size = 363)
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4.2.4 Item 265: Fly Ash or Lime – Fly Ash Treatment
This work item was only used for a few Upgrade to Standards NonFreeway (UGN) contracts in the FY01-FY03 database.

Hence, due to

insufficient available data a fixed cost percentage, shown in Table 4.12 was
suggested for this work item based on historical descriptive statistics.

Table 4.12: Fixed Cost Percentage Suggested for Item 265 in UGN Project
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
UGN

0.83

4.2.5 Item 275: Cement Treatment (Road-Mixed)
A front-end parametric equation for Item 275: Cement treatment (roadmixed) was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors.
The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant
at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted
R-square value) of 0.593.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were

individually tested to be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent
confidence interval.

Model S-6:
Q275 = (PL)1.10e9.655

(4.9)
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Where,
Q275:

Quantity of Lime Treatment (Road-Mixed), (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

Urban_U:

Urban or Rural area, default as urban area

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway (reference category)

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.13 below and the
predictive model met requirements within the specified range.

Again, a robust

statistical median was employed.

Table 4.13: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Road-Mixed Cement
Treatment Quantity (Sample Size = 93)
Project
Type
RER
UGN

Project Length (mile)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.30
20.98
5.15
0.56
17.52
3.90

Validity of the general linear model was ascertained through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.
predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived

Figure 4.9 shows

that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates validity. In particular as the logarithmic engineering quantity increases
more than 11, the predictive model seems to exhibit narrower prediction variance
than those quantity values less than 11.
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Figure 4.9: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Road-Mixed Cement Treatment (Sample Size = 93)

4.2.6 Item 276: Cement Treatment (Plant-Mixed)
Front-end parametric equation for Item 276: Cement treatment (plantmixed) was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors.
The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant
at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted
R-square value) of 0.724.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were
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individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model S-7:
Q276 = (PL)0.562+1.617WNF(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.194e10.124-2.504WNF
(4.10)
Where,
Q276:

Quantity of Cement Treatment, (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

INC:

Interchange (reference category)

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

PercentTrucks:

Percent Trucks, (%)

AdtPresent:

Average Daily Traffic Present, (vehicle/day)

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.14 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

As the nature of

the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean
was used in describing project length, present average daily traffic and percent
trucks.
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Table 4.14: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Plant-Mixed Cement
Treatment Quantity (Sample Size = 33)
Project
Type
INC
NNF
WF
WNF

Project Length (mile) ADT Present (vehicle/day)
Min. Max. Median Min.
Max. Median
0.77
6.57
1.08
0
234681 45000
0.81
1.68
1.64
0
52000
0
0.25
5.32
2.17
0
187500 91612
0.32
5.19
2.00
7100 24800 12700

Percent Trucks (%)
Min. Max. Median
0
15.2 2.9
0
0
0
0
26.3 8.8
0
22.5 9.8

Validity of the general linear model was scrutinized through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.10 shows
that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.10: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Plant-Mixed Cement Treatment (Sample Size = 33)

4.3 QUANTITY MODELS FOR SURFACE COURSES AND PAVEMENT-RELATED
WORK ITEMS
The major work items used for surface courses and pavement are listed
alongside scope of work and units for measurement in Table 4.15.

Several

measurements gauging work performed and materials consumed were found in
the data. The units for measurement employed in the predictive models were
determined based on the highest occurring frequency found in the historical data.
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Table 4.15: List of Major Work Items Pertaining to Surface Courses and
Pavement
#

TXDOT
Work Item
No.a

Work Item

Scope of Work

Measurementb

Surface Courses and Pavement - Related
P-1

305

SALVAGING, HAULING, AND STOCKPILING
RECLAIMABLE ASPHALT PAVEMENT

Salvage, haul, and stockpile existing
asphalt material

SY

P-2

316

SURFACE TREATMENTS

Construct a surface treatment consisting
of 1 or more applications of a single
layer of asphalt material covered with a
single layer of aggregate

CY

P-3

340

DENSE-GRADED HOT-MIX ASPHALT
(METHOD

Construct a pavement layer composed
of a compacted, dense-graded mixture
of aggregate and asphalt binder mixed
hot in a mixing plant

TON

P-4

345

c

ASPHALT STABILIZED BASE (PLANT MIX)

Construct a base course, subbase course
or foundation course, each course being
composed of a compacted mixture of
aggregate and asphalt cement mixed hot
in a mixing plant

TON

P-5

351

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT STRUCTURE REPAIR

Repair localized sections of flexible
pavement structure including subgrade,
base, and surfacing

SY

P-6

354

PLANNING AND TEXTURING PAVEMENT

Plane, or plane and texture, existing
asphalt concrete pavement, asphaltstabilized base, or concrete pavement.
Texture bridge deck surfaces

SY

P-7

360

CONCRETE PAVEMENT

Construct hydraulic cement concrete
pavement with or without curbs on the
concrete pavement

SY

P-8

361

FULL-DEPTH REPAIR OF CONCRETE
PAVEMENT

Repair concrete pavement to full depth

SY

FAST TRACK CONCRETE PAVEMENT

Construct fast track concrete pavement
on a prepared subgrade. Item 3113 is
intended for use on turn lanes,
intersections and leave-outs and shall
conform to the description and all the
requirements and conditions governing
Item 360

SY

MGR

P-9

3113

P-10

3117

QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE
OF ASPHALT BINDERS FOR BITUMINOUS
MIXTURES

This Item shall govern for quality
control and quality assurance of asphalt
binders used in the construction of
bituminous mixtures where the
bituminous mixture consists of a
compacted mixture of aggregate and
asphalt material mixed in a mixing plant

P-11

3146

QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE
OF HOT MIX ASPHALT

This Item shall govern the consruction
of a base course, a level-up course, a
surface course or any combination of
these courses as shown on the plans

TON

3249

STONE FILLED HOT MIX ASPHALTIC
CONCRETE PAVEMENT (SFHMACP)

This Item shall govern the construction
of a heavy-duty pavement, consisting of
a base course, a level-up course, a
surface, or any combination of these
courses as shown on the plans

TON

P-12

a

Work Item No.: Item No. used in TXDOT Standard Specifications for Construction of Highways, Streets and Bridges

b

Unit used in the predictive model
Eliminated in TxDOT 2004 Specs.

c
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4.3.1 Item 305: Salvaging, Hauling, and Stockpiling Reclaimable Asphalt
Pavement
For the first work item in the surface course analysis, a front-end
parametric equation for Item 305: Salvaging, hauling, and stockpiling reclaimable
asphalt pavement was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed
predictors.

The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was

statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of
determination (adjusted R-square value) of 0.848.

The regression coefficients of

the fitted model were individually tested and were all found to be significantly
different from zero at the 95 percent confidence interval.

Model P-1:
Q305 = (PL)0.697(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.088e9.981

(4.11)

Where,
Q305:

Quantity of Vegetative Watering, (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PercentTrucks:

Percent Trucks, (%)

AdtPresent:

Average Daily Traffic Present, (vehicle/day)

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.16 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range. As the data were
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positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean was used in
describing project length, present average daily traffic and percent trucks.

Table 4.16: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for salvaging, hauling, and
stockpiling reclaimable asphalt pavement (Sample Size = 25)
ADT Present (veh/day)
Project Project Length (mile)
Type Min. Max. Median Min.
Max. Median
WNF 0.27
8.49
1.65
0
30240
9900

Percent Trucks (%)
Min. Max. Median
0
22.5 4.7

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.11 shows
that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.11: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for salvaging, hauling, and stockpiling reclaimable asphalt
pavement (Sample Size = 25)

4.3.2 Item 316: Surface Treatments
A front-end parametric equation for Item 316: Surface treatments was
derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors. The fitted
model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95
percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square
value) of 0.698.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were
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individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model P-2:
Q316 = PL1.127WNF+1.014RER+0.997UGNPW-0.062RER e8.215

(4.12)

Where,
Q316:

Quantity of Surface Treatments, (cubic yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

NNF: New Location Non-Freeway (reference category)
RER: Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway
UGN: Upgrade to Standards Non-Freeway
WNF: Widen Non-Freeway

Table 4.17 summarizes the input parameters. The resulting model was
found to be sound.

A robust statistical median, instead of the mean was used in

describing project length and width.
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Table 4.17: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Surface Treatments
(Sample Size = 458)
Project
Type
NNF
RER
UGN
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.00
5.47
1.359
0.05
20.98
4.575
0.16
17.52
3.706
0.20
10.78
1.608

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
12
68
24
0
72
24
24
104
24
0
76
48

Figure 4.12 shows a scatter plot which demonstrates the validity of the
model.

Predictive and historical values both show the tendency to cluster around

the diagonal indicating validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.12: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Surface Treatments (Sample Size = 458)

4.3.3 Item 340: Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Pavement
The regression model for this work item exhibited a low R-square value of
0.223. Hence, fixed cost percentages shown in Table 4.18 were suggested for
this work item based on historical descriptive statistics.
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Table 4.18: Fixed Cost Percentage for Item 340 Associated with Project Type
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
BR

0.76

RER

0.65

UGN

0.82

4.3.4 Item 351: Repairing Existing Flexible Pavement Structure
The regression model for this work item also exhibited a poor R-square
value of 0.036.

Hence, a fixed cost percentage shown in Table 4.19 was

proposed for this work item based on historical descriptive statistics.

Table 4.19 Fixed Cost Percentage for Item 351 Associated with Project Type
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
RER

0.77

4.3.5 Item 354: Planning and Texturing Pavement
A front-end parametric equation for Item 354: Planning and texturing
pavement was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed
predictors.

The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was

statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of
determination (adjusted R-square value) of 0.300.
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The regression coefficients of

the fitted model were individually tested and were all found to be significantly
different from zero at the 95 percent confidence interval.

Model P-6:
Q354 = (PL)0.54(PW)1.465e3.862-0.944TrunkSysFlag

(4.13)

Where,
Q354:

Quantity of Planning and Texturing Pavement, (square
yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

TrunkSysFlag:

Trunk System Flag

BWR:

Bridge Widening and Rehabilitation (reference category)

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway

A finding in model P-6 indicated that for projects associated with
rehabilitation, there was no statistically significant difference. The model also
indicates that highways flagged as part of the trunk system in Texas occurred to
experience less planning and texturing pavement than the non-flagged.

The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.20 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.
and width was described using a robust statistical median.
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Project length

Table 4.20: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Planning and Texturing
Quantity (Sample Size = 214)
Project
Type
BWR
RER

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.075
3.939
0.425
0.224
24.983
3.972

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
24
72
24
24
116
24

Validity was inspected through scatter plot of the predicted versus
observed values in the following figure.
calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived predictive model was

Figure 4.13 shows that the predicted and

historical values moderately cluster around the diagonal line.
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Figure 4.13: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Planning and Texture Pavement (Sample Size = 214)
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4.3.6 Item 360: Concrete Pavement
A front-end parametric equation for Item 360: Concrete pavement was
derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors. The fitted
model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95
percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square
value) of 0.556.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were

individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model P-7:
Q360 = (PL)1.0 -1.472UGN-0.628INC-1.039BWR-0.610NNF
-0.412RER

(PW)0.908e6.384+0.384NHS_Y

(4.14)

Where,
Q360:

Quantity of Concrete Pavement, (square yards)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

BR:

Bridge Replacement (reference category)

BWR:

Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation

INC:

Interchange

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Road

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

WF:

Widen Freeway
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WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

NHS_Y:

National Highway System

The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.21 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

As the nature of

the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean
was used in describing project length and width.

Table 4.21: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Concrete Pavement
Quantity (Sample Size = 188)
Project
Type
BR
BWR
INC
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.033
2.377
0.179
0.340
3.939
0.358
0.001
6.986
1.131
0.001
3.855
1.245
0.001
10.104
1.466
0.559
17.523
2.285
0.254
8.260
2.158
0.114
8.485
1.654

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
12
96
48
24
72
48
24
120
48
12
96
48
24
116
48
24
48
48
56
222
92
48
92
56

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.14 shows
that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.14: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Concrete Pavement (Sample Size = 188)

4.3.7 Item 361: Full-Depth Repair of Existing Concrete Pavement
The regression model for this work item exhibited a poor R-square value
of 0.122. Hence, a fixed cost percentage shown in Table 4.21 was suggested for
this work item based on historical descriptive statistics.
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Table 4.22: Fixed Cost Percentage for Item 361 Associated with Project Type
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
RER

1.31

4.3.8 Item 3113: Fast Track Concrete Pavement
A front-end parametric equation for Item 3113: Fast track concrete
pavement was derived by regressing historical quantities on the aforementioned
transformed predictors. The fitted model, as shown in the following equation,
was statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient
of determination (adjusted R-square value) of 0.744.

The regression coefficients

of the fitted model were individually tested and were all found to be significantly
different from zero at the 95 percent confidence interval.

Model P-9:
Q3113 = (PL)0.490(PW)2.176e0.154

(4.15)

Where,
Q3113: Quantity of Fast Track Concrete Pavement, (square yards)
PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

RER: Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway
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The input parameters are summarized in the following table and the
predictive model was found to be appropriate within the specified range. As the
nature of the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median was used in
describing project length and width.

Table 4.23: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Fast Track Concrete
Pavement Quantity (Sample Size = 11)
Project
Type
RER

Project Length (mile)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.020
3.309
1.625

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
24
116
60

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.15 shows
that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.15: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Fast Track Concrete Pavement (Sample Size = 11)

4.3.9 Item 3117: Quality Control/Quality Assurance of Asphalt Binders for
Bituminous Mixtures
A front-end parametric equation for Item 3117 was derived by regressing
historical quantities of quality management time on transformed predictors.

The

fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at
the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted Rsquare value) of 0.423.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were
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individually tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the
95 percent confidence interval.

Model P-10:
Q3117 = (PL)0.703(PW)0.865e6.118-0.431TrunkSysFlag_Y

(4.16)

Where,
Q3117: Quantity of Quality Control/Quality Assurance of Asphalt Binders
for Bituminous Mixtures, (mgr)
PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

NNF: New Location Non-Freeway (reference category)
RER: Rehabilitation of Existing Road
UGN: Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards
WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF: Widen Non-Freeway

As quality management is external to the road work itself, it was not
unexpected to find the types of project no influence on flexible base quantity.
Highways flagged as part of the trunk system in Texas had less quality focus than
the non-flagged, and this finding was perhaps counter intuitive.

The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.24 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.
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As the nature of

the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean
was used in describing project length and width.

Table 4.24: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Quality
Control/Quality Assurance of Asphalt Binders for Bituminous
Mixtures Quantity (Sample Size = 78)
Project
Type
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
1.473
5.824
3.816
0.420
9.710
2.553
0.348
1.372
0.907
0.569
4.849
1.127
0.367
10.166
2.338

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
24
48
48
24
72
48
24
24
24
48
140
92
24
94
58

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.16 shows
that the predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which
indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.16: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Quality Control/Quality Assurance of Asphalt Binders for
Bituminous Mixtures (Sample Size = 78)

4.3.10 Item 3146: Quality Control/Quality Assurance of Hot Mix Asphalt
A front-end parametric equation for Item 3146 was derived by regressing
historical quantities on transformed predictors.

The fitted model, as shown in

the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence
interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square value) of 0.673.
The regression coefficients of the fitted model were individually tested and were
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all found to be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent confidence
interval.

Model P-11:
Q3146 = PL1.166-0.994BWR-0.777INC+0.519RER-0.687UGNPW0.455-0.121INC
-0.241BWR+0.204UGN 7.040+0.408TrunkSysFlag_Y

e

(4.17)

Where,
Q3146:

Quantity of Quality Control/Quality Assurance of
Hot Mix Asphalt, (tons)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

BR:

Bridge Replacement (reference category)

BWR:

Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation

INC:

Interchange

NNF:

New Location Non-Freeway

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Road

UGN:

Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards

WF:

Widen Freeway

WNF:

Widen Non-Freeway

TrunkSysFlag_Y:

Trunk System Flag
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The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.25 and the predictive
model is appropriate within the specified range. A robust statistical median,
instead of the mean was used in describing project length and width.

Table 4.25: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Quantity of Quality
Control/Quality Assurance of Hot Mix Asphalt (Sample Size = 685)
Project
Type
BR
BWR
INC
INF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.026
2.377
0.170
0.001
3.939
0.359
0.001
6.565
1.034
0.076
5.470
1.519
0.001
24.983
3.517
0.273
17.523
3.328
0.170
8.260
2.082
0.114
9.230
1.404

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
12
96
24.0
24
72
24.0
24
120
48.0
24
96
48.0
12
116
24.0
24
104
24.0
48
222
80.0
24
92
48.0

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Validity of the
model is shown in Figure 4.17.

The predicted and historical values cluster

around the diagonal line.
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Figure 4.17: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Quantity of Quality Control/Quality Assurance of Hot Mix
Asphalt (Sample Size = 685)

4.3.11 Item 3249: Stone Filled Hot Mix Asphaltic Concrete Pavement
(SFHMACP)
This work item was only used for few distinct highway contracts in Widen
Freeway (WF) in FY01-FY03 database.

Hence, a fixed cost percentage shown

in Table 4.26 was suggested for this work item based on historical descriptive
statistics.
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Table 4.26: Fixed Cost Percentage Suggested for Item 3249 in WF Project
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
WF

1.10

4.4 QUANTITY MODELS FOR LIGHTING, SIGNING, MARKINGS, AND SIGNALSRELATED WORK ITEMS
The final category evaluated by this study: lighting, signing, markings,
and signals are listed alongside scope of work and units for measurement in Table
4.27.

Several measurements gauging work performed and materials consumed

were found in the data.

The units for measurement in the predictive models

were determined based on the highest occurring frequency found.

Work

performed within the scope was paid for at the unit price bid basis.

Table 4.27: List of Major Work Items Pertaining to Surface Courses and
Pavement
#

TXDOT
Work Item
No.a

Work Item

Scope of Work

Measurementb

Lighting, Signing, Markings, & Signals
L-1

610

ROADWAY ILLUMINATION ASSEMBLIES

Install, relocate, and remove roadway
illumination and illuniation assemblies

EA

L-2

618

CONDUIT

Furnish and place conduit

LF

L-3

662

WORK ZONE PAVEMENT MARKINGS

Furnish, place, and maintain work zone
pavement

LF

L4

666

REFLECTORIZED PAVEMENT MARKINGS

Furnish and place reflectorized
pavement markings

LF

a

Work Item No.: Item No. used in TXDOT Standard Specifications for Construction of Highways, Streets and Bridges

b

Unit used in the predictive model
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4.4.1 Item 610: Roadway Illumination Assembles
The regression model for this work item exhibited a poor R-square value
of 0.016.

Hence, a fixed cost percentage shown in Table 4.28 was recommended

for this work item based on historical descriptive statistics.

Table 4.28: Fixed Cost Percentage for Item 610 Associated with Project Type
Project Type Cost Percentage (%)
BWR

0.43

4.4.2 Item 618: Conduit
A front-end parametric equation for Item 618: Conduit was derived by
regressing historical quantities on transformed predictors. The fitted model, as
shown in the following equation, was statistically significant at the 95 percent
confidence interval with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square value)
of 0.648.

The regression coefficients of the fitted model were individually tested

and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent
confidence interval.

Model L-2:
Q618 = (PL)0.496(PW)2.112e-0.475+0.677TrunkSysFlag_Y

Where,
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(4.18)

Q618:

Quantity of Conduit, (linear feet)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

TrunkSysFlag_Y:

Trunk System Flag

WF:

Widen Freeway

The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.29 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

As the data were

positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean was used in
describing project length and width.

Table 4.29: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Conduit Quantity
(Sample Size = 33)
Project
Type
WF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.170
8.260
2.031

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
48
222
80

Validity was inspected through scatter plot of the predicted versus
observed values in the following figure.
calibrated in terms of goodness of fit.

The derived predictive model was

Figure 4.18 shows that the predicted and

historical values cluster around the diagonal line which indicates the validity of
the general linear model.
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Figure 4.18: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Conduit (Sample Size = 33)

4.4.3 Item 662: Work Zone Pavement Markings
A front-end parametric equation was developed for Item 662: Work zone
pavement markings.

The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was

statistically significant with a coefficient of determination (adjusted R-square
value) of 0.455.

The regression coefficients of the model were individually

tested and were all found to be significantly different from zero at the 95 percent
confidence interval.
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Model L-3:
Q662 = (PL)0.818RER+0.897UGN+0.825WNF(PW)0.635-0.49RERe7.254+0.952UGN+0.672WNF
(4.19)
Where,
Q662:

Quantity of Work Zone Pavement Markings, (linear feet)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

PW:

Project Width, (feet)

BWR: Bridge Widening or Rehabilitation (reference category)
RER: Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway
UGN: Upgrade to Non-Freeway Standards
WNF: Widen Non-Freeway

The input parameters are summarized in the Table 4.30 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range.

As the nature of

the data was positively skewed, a robust statistical median was used.
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Table 4.30: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Work Zone Pavement
Markings Quantity (Sample Size = 522)
Project
Type
BWR
RER
UGN
WNF

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.001
3.939
0.340
0.058
24.983
4.190
0.162
17.523
3.416
0.114
9.230
1.599

Project Width (feet)
Min.
Max.
Median
24
72
24
12
116
24
24
104
24
24
92
48

A scatter plot below demonstrates the validity of the general linear model.
The derived predictive model was calibrated and Figure 4.19 shows that the
predicted and historical values cluster around the diagonal line which indicates
the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.19: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Work Zone Pavement Markings (Sample Size = 522)

4.4.4 Item 666: Reflectorized Pavement Markings
A front-end parametric equation for Item 666: Reflectorized pavement
markings was derived by regressing historical quantities on transformed
predictors.

The fitted model, as shown in the following equation, was

statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence interval with a coefficient of
determination (adjusted R-square value) of 0.754.
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The regression coefficients of

the fitted model were individually tested and were all found to be significantly
different from zero at the 95 percent confidence interval.

Model L-4:
Q666 = (PL)0.928e0.262TrunkSysFlag_Y

(4.20)

Where,
Q666:

Quantity of Reflectorized Pavement Markings,
(linear feet)

PL:

Project Length, (miles)

TrunkSysFlag_Y:

Trunk System Flag

RER:

Rehabilitation of Existing Roadway

For highways in the trunk system in Texas, more pavement markings were
observed than for other highways.

The input parameters are summarized in Table 4.31 and the predictive
model was found to be appropriate within the specified range. As the data were
positively skewed, a robust statistical median, instead of the mean was used in
describing project length.
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Table 4.31: Descriptive Statistics of Input Parameters for Reflectorized Pavement
Markings Quantity (Sample Size = 496)
Project
Type
RER

Project Length (miles)
Min.
Max.
Median
0.02
24.983
3.822

Validity of the general linear model was inspected through scatter plot of
the predicted versus observed values in the following figure.

The derived

predictive model was calibrated in terms of goodness of fit. Figure 4.20 shows
that the predicted and historical values approximately cluster around the diagonal
line which indicates the validity of the general linear model.
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Figure 4.20: Predicted Values of Logarithmic Engineering Quantity vs. Historical
Values for Reflectorized Pavement Markings (Sample Size = 496)

4.5 PREDICTIVE MODEL VALIDATION
In the previous section, validity of the predicted models was inspected
through the scatter plot of the predicted versus observed values for work items.
Another best means of model validation is through the collection of new data.
The purpose of collecting new data is to be able to examine whether the
regression model developed from the earlier data is still applicable for other
projects.
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4.5.1 Validation Data Sets
The validation data for this study consisted of thirty projects that fourteen
from Bridge Replacement (BR) and sixteen from Widen Non-Freeway (WNF).
The new projects are randomly extracted from the 2004 contract lettings
contained in DCIS provided by the TxDOT Transportation Planning and
Programming (TPP) Division.

Some modeled work items were not represented

in these randomly selected projects.

4.5.2 Validation Results
The prediction abilities of selected quantity models were checked by
comparing the predicted item quantity computed against the actual historical
quantity recorded.

The predicted quantities for randomly selected projects can

be computed via derived models.

The results of the computations can be seen in

Tables 4.32 and 4.33.
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Table 4.32 Comparison of Predicted and Observed Item Quantity for 2004
Highway Data Sets (BR Project)
Work Category

Earthwork and
Landscape
(n = 12)

Subgrade
Treatments and
Base
(n = 8)

Surface Courses
and Pavement
(n = 4)

Lighting,
Signing,
Markings, and
Signals
(n = 14)

Work
Item

164

247

305

662

Project CSJ

Observed

005001060
006502045
007004026
008703026
010908037
014402040
090248575
090506029
091512366
097802057
100601052
137802022

11.64
11.68
.3
13.88
12.77
-8.0
11.94
11.97
.3
10.08
10.56
4.8
13.49
12.29
-8.9
13.75
12.62
-8.2
13.16
11.55
-12.2
12.11
10.47
-13.6
10.18
10.74
5.6
13.52
11.26
-16.7
12.04
11.35
-5.7
11.78
10.54
-10.6
Average Prediction %Error: -6.1%
11.03
11.09
.5
9.80
9.38
-4.3
10.85
10.37
-4.5
11.19
10.61
-5.2
11.49
10.33
-10.1
7.75
9.66
24.6
10.84
9.45
-12.8
11.51
10.16
-11.7
Average Prediction %Error: -2.9%
8.34
10.56
26.6
12.13
10.68
-12.0
10.82
10.66
-1.4
8.47
10.78
27.3
Average Prediction %Error: 10.1%
13.38
11.28
-15.7
12.26
12.00
-2.1
11.01
11.23
2.0
11.34
10.67
-5.9
11.31
11.44
1.1
12.07
11.62
-3.7
12.01
11.54
-3.9
10.22
11.27
10.3
11.79
10.81
-8.3
11.69
10.78
-7.8
12.89
10.84
-15.9
11.91
10.89
-8.6
11.57
10.85
-6.2
13.02
11.28
-13.4
Average Prediction %Error: -5.6%

006502045
008703026
010908037
014402040
068301069
100601052
137802022
250601021
090248575
097802057
100601052
250601021
005001060
006502045
007004026
008703026
010908037
014402040
068301069
090248575
090506029
091512366
097802057
100601052
137802022
250601021
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Predicted

% Error

% Error
Range

-16.7
|
+5.6

-11.7
|
+24.6

-12.0
|
+27.3

-15.9
|
+10.3

Table 4.33 Comparison of Predicted and Observed Item Quantity for 2004
Highway Data Sets (WNF Project)
Work Category

Work Item

110

Earthwork and
Landscape
(n110 = 14)
(n132 = 15)

132

Surface
Courses and
Pavement
(n = 4)

3146

Project CSJ
019503062
059403018
070001024
070001025
073002035
083311019
090248462
090824038
090828011
091712055
091811034
091811037
091811042
092323012
019503062
070001024
070001025
073002035
083311019
090132018
090248462
090824038
090828011
091712055
091811034
091811037
091811042
091846092
092323012
019503062
059403018
090248462
091846092

Observed

Predicted

% Error

7.87
7.89
.3
10.17
7.81
-23.2
8.26
8.50
2.9
9.09
8.42
-7.4
7.47
6.81
-8.8
9.23
7.11
-23.0
7.43
5.50
-26.0
5.85
5.50
-6.0
6.36
5.52
-13.1
5.97
6.89
15.3
6.21
5.43
-12.7
6.76
5.32
-21.4
6.27
5.28
-15.8
5.93
5.18
-12.7
Average Prediction %Error: -10.8%
10.53
9.69
-8.0
10.33
10.36
.3
8.35
10.26
22.9
9.00
7.81
-13.2
10.46
8.05
-23.0
4.78
5.78
20.9
5.40
5.82
7.8
5.82
5.76
-1.1
5.80
15.8
5.00
8.85
7.70
-13.0
5.87
5.66
-3.6
5.86
5.51
-6.0
6.12
5.46
-10.8
6.02
5.43
-9.9
4.77
5.31
11.4
Average Prediction %Error: -0.63%
10.09
8.95
-11.3
8.93
8.06
-9.7
5.36
5.67
5.9
6.14
5.79
-5.7
Average Prediction %Error: -5.2%
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% Error
Range

-26.0
|
15.3

-23.0
|
+22.9

-11.3
|
+5.9

Of course, one cannot expect the predicted quantity to be exactly equal to
the actual quantity. Instead, an average value with given parameters is obtained
as a best point estimate produced by the statistical model.

The construction

Industry Institute (CII) has published recommended practices regarding various
estimate classes with correspondent accuracy (Trost 1998) as shown in Table
4.34.

Table 4.34 CII Cost Estimate Class Definition with Desired Level of Accuracy
(CII 6-2)
Estimate Class
Order-of-Magnitude*
Factored Estimate
Control Estimate

Accuracy (%)
+/- 50
+/- 30
+/- 15

Detailed or Definitive

+/- 10

Description
Feasibility Study – cost curves
Major Equipment - factored
Quantity-Based Estimates
Quantity Take-off based on
Detailed Drawings

* Considered preliminary estimates for this study
Table 4.35 displays the suggested five classes of cost estimate definitions
(Lorance 1999) proposed by the Association for the Advancement of Cost
Engineering International (AACE 1997).
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Table 4.35 AACE Generic Cost Estimate Definitions (AACE 1997; Lorance 1999)

Estimate
Class

Level of Project
Definition:
Expressed as % of
complete project
definition (%)

Class 5a

0 to 2

Class 4
163

1 to 15

Class 3

10 to 40

Class 2

30 to 70

Class 1

50 to 100

Typical
Purpose of
Estimate

Typical
Estimating
Method

Screening or
Feasibility
Concept Study
or Feasibility
Budget,
Authorization, or
Control
Control or
Bid/Tender
Check Estimate
or Bid/Tender

Probabilistic or
Judgment
Primarily
Probabilistic
Mixed, but
primarily
Probabilistic
Primarily
Deterministic
Deterministic

Expected
Accuracy
Range (%)

Typical Degree of
Effort Relative to
Least Cost Index of 1b

-50 to +100

1

-30 to +50

2 to 4

-20 to +30

3 to 10

-15 to +20

5 to 20

-10 to +15

10 to 100

a. Considered preliminary estimate for this study
b. Index value of "1" represents 0.005% of project costs, and an index value of 100 represents 0.5%. Degree of effort is highly
dependent upon the size of the project and the quality of the estimating data
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The validation results indicate that the selected quantity models performed
well for the new highway projects examined with average prediction errors
ranging from -10.8% to +10.1%.

For individual observation, the prediction

errors are between -26.0% and +27.3%.

These percentage error ranges meet the

accuracy suggested by CII and AACE considered preliminary estimates.

4.6 SUMMARY OF ITEM QUANTITY MODELS
All item-level quantity-based statistical models either using parametric
equations or fixed cost percentage are summarized in the following tables. In
the few other exceptions, the fixed cost approach based upon historical data
should be adequate for early estimating needs.

The average R-square value of presented quantity models is 0.622 that
merely nine out of twenty two exhibited statistical models are below this value.
In summary, the quality of the data was sufficient to develop predictive models
with moderate high coefficients of determination.
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Table 4.36: Summary of Quantity Estimating Models with Correspondent Unit and R-Square: Model E-1 to S7
Label

Model

Unit

R2

STA.

0.839

E-1

Q100 = (PL)1.026-0.482RER-0.699NNF (PW)-0.064RER e0.252TrunkSysFlag_Y-0.266UGN

E-2

ITEM 104: BWR (0.62%), RER (0.62%)

CY

-

E-3

Q110 = (PL)1.060-0.639RER-0.712BWR-0.590INC-0.422NNF (PW)0.456INC+0.363WF(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.044 e8.215+2.208NNF+1.221WNF

CY

0.640

E-4

Q132 = (PL)

CY

0.568

1.480-0.954RER-1.031BWR-1.091INC-0.898UGN-0.788WNF-0.801NNF- 0.828WF

(PW)0.382 (PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.103e8.125 -

2.036RER+0.545INC+0.367TrunkSysFlag_Y

165

E-5

Q164 = (PL)1.374(ProposedDESSpeed)0.112 e10.419

SY

0.709

E-6

Q168 = (PL*ProposedMNLNNo)0.973e5.367-1.154UrbanRural_U

MG

0.467

S-1

Q247 = e8.129+1.858INC(PL)1.061-0.851NNF-0.793BWR-0.610INC-0.234RER+1.667WF(PW)0.273WNF+0.289NNF

CY

0.767

S-2

Q251 = (PL)0.803e9.692-1.218URBAN_U

SY

0.496

S-3
S-4

Q260 = (PL)0.716+0.590WF(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.063e10.601-0.596RER

SY

0.541

S-5

ITEM 265: UGN (0.83%)

TON

-

S-6

Q275 = (PL)1.10e9.655

SY

0.593

S-7

Q276 = (PL)0.562+1.617WNF(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.194e10.124-2.504WNF

SY

0.724
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Table 4.37: Summary of Quantity Estimating Models with Correspondent Unit and R-Square: Model P1 to L-4
Label

Model

Unit

R2

166

P-1

Q305 = (PL)0.697(PercentTrucks*AdtPresent)0.088e9.981

SY

0.848

P-2

Q316 = (PL)1.127WNF+1.014RER+0.997UGN(PW)-0.062RERe8.215

CY

0.698

P-3

ITEM 340: BR (0.76%), RER (0.65%), UGN (0.82%)

TON

-

P-4

ITEM 345: No more exist in TxDOT 2004 Specs.

TON

-

P-5

ITEM 351: RER (0.77%)

SY

-

P-6

Q354 = (PL)0.54(PW)1.465e3.862-0.944TrunkSysFlag

SY

0.300

P-7

Q360 = (PL)1.0 -1.472UGN-0.628INC-1.039BWR-0.610NNF-0.412RER(PW)0.908e6.384+0.384NHS_Y

SY

0.556

P-8

ITEM 361: RER (1.31%)

SY

-

P-9

Q3113 = (PL)0.490(PW)2.176e0.154

SY

0.744

P-10

Q3117 = (PL)0.703(PW)0.865e6.118-0.431TrunkSysFlag_Y

MGR

0.423

P-11

Q3146 = (PL)1.166-0.994BWR-0.777INC+0.519RER-0.687UGN(PW)0.455-0.121INC-0.241BWR+0.204UGNe7.040+0.408TrunkSysFlag_Y

TON

0.673

P-12

ITEM 3249: WF (1.10%)

TON

-

L-1

ITEM 610: BWR (0.43%)

EA

-

L-2

Q618 = (PL)0.496(PW)2.112e-0.475+0.677TrunkSysFlag_Y

LF

0.648

L-3

Q662 = (PL)0.818RER+0.897UGN+0.825WNF(PW)0.635-0.49RERe7.254+0.952UGN+0.672WNF

LF

0.455

L-4

Q666 = (PL)0.928e0.262TrunkSysFlag_Y

LF

0.754
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CHAPTER V: DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR
PRELIMINARY ITEM-LEVEL COST ESTIMATES

In the final stage of this study, an automated estimating system was
developed for preliminary quantity estimates to be used at the earliest stages of
projects. As TxDOT updates unit bid prices regularly every month for bid items,
the system was developed for these published unit prices to be imported into this
new database management system for up-to-date item costs.

This Chapter

describes the development of the software application to accomplish these goals.

The design concept driving the development of this automated system was
to exploit work item historical unit prices rather to continue to guess based on
subjective experience and initiate preliminary estimates with quantity-based
models.

This system enables subsequent item-level quantity growth tracking

with a paper trail as the project evolves to the next development phase.

Based on the input parameters resulting from the historical data analysis,
the estimating system requires the user to input basis information which then
generates item-level estimates.

For long-term use, the database is extensible,

allowing stored data to be extracted into a data warehouse.

Individual line items selected from the historical top 80 percent of highcost items were modeled as shown in the parametric equations in Chapter 4.
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The

remaining bottom 20 percent were modeled as single roll-up item with a
percentage cost markup.

Since only basic project information is known early on,

this program provides a preliminary project cost estimate based on project type
and other basis information.

Based upon user selection, the software program generates a list of
standard work items.

Upon clicking on the provided options, work item

quantities are calculated based on item regression models and applicable historical
unit prices are determined based upon derived quantities and project location.
An added percentage-based amount is added for low cost roll-up work items.
The final result is a semi-detailed preliminary cost estimate with a listing of basis
information, item quantity, unit price, item cost, etc.

In the following sections, the development of a desktop database
application as implemented to integrate with the quantity estimating models for
TxDOT personnel is discussed.

Additionally, a prototype Web-based

preliminary item-level cost estimating system was developed for advanced
research in the deployment of information technology.

5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF PILCES
To transform the quantity estimating models into user-friendly
applications, a Preliminary Item-level Cost Estimating System (PILCES) was
developed with Microsoft ACCESS® and Visual Basic® programming.
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Detailed development of the database system design conceived in six
phases is depicted in Figure 5.1 (Rob 2004).

Figure 5.1: Flow Chart of PILCES Development
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Before the information system design was initiated, estimators’ business
needs were identified along with system objectives and scope.

The information

architecture included consideration for real-life work-flow practices in the
industry. The preliminary estimating process in place at TxDOT was used as
application rules for implementing the logic and flow of the program.

Finally,

the desktop application was tested before hand-off to TxDOT in-house personnel.
The primary maintenance required is the remodeling of predictive equations based
upon latest data.

This tool could be expanded to include more major items in the

preliminary estimating system and more project types.

5.1.1 PILCES Architecture

Figure 5.2 illustrates an overview of the Preliminary Item-Level Cost
Estimating System (PILCES) architecture. The system starts with a welcome
screen describing objectives of the tool, parameters used in system, contact
information, and a brief tutorial for the first-time user.

Upon entering the system, there are three options including: start a new
project, track an existing project or exit the system in the main menu.

With the

option to create a new estimate, the user is directed to select a project type to
initiate a list of standard work items.

Following the selection of project type,

required project information to include a project identification number for
tracking, project length, the proposed main lane number, and project location are
requested as a basis for item quantity and corresponding unit price derivation.
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These data are stored upon entry. Next, the user can preview, customize, or print
estimating details.

The report screen allows the user to print out in a consistent

format which documents the item-level estimates including basis project
information, list of item quantities with respective unit prices, and resulting item
costs. The user can at any time view and update their estimates.
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Figure 5.2: PILCES Information Flow Chart
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5.1.2 Entity Relationship Modeling for PILCES
An entity relationship (ER) diagram is depicted in Figure 5.3 using the
Crow’s Foot model.

The diagram illustrates the relationships of the user-

provided and look-up data as employed by the system.

Figure 5.3: Entity Relationship Data Schema for PILCES
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Each entity in Figure 5.3 represents a table whose name is listed on top
with attributes in the lower portion of the box.

Tables store information in the

individual columns through foreign key (FK) values which are designed to match
primary key (PK) values in the related tables. The structural tables have been
modified slightly to bring the database near to third normal form (3NF) which
implies no mutual dependency of information between columns of each table.

The tblProjectInfo table stores general project information input by
program users.

After keying in required information, the system processes the

data using the previously described statistical models.

Output is written to the

tblProjectInfoDetail table, which details the item-level cost of a project including
item number, item quantity, item unit price, item cost, item unit, and item
description with a primary key, Control-Section-Job (CSJ).

The remaining tables in the system are reference tables that feed the
generation of the major work item list and for queries.

This deployment enables

the list of major work items associated with specified project types, designated
districts or other needed information based on the relational tables. These linked
tables can be expanded or modified with more project types or work items as
necessary.

Also, the estimating data can be extracted or exported to other

formats for future use.

The implementation of the database schema using

Microsoft ACCESS is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Implementation of ER Modeling for PILCES

Figure 5.4: Implementation of ER Modeling for PILCES
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5.2 COMPUTING PROGRAM EXECUTION WITH BUILT-IN PREDICTIVE
MODELS
The PILCES computer program starts with a welcome screen, system
introduction and user guidance.

As the user proceeds, the system displays the

following graphical interface as shown in Figure 5.5.

The user can select to

create a new estimate, track a previous estimate or exit the system.

Figure 5.5: PILCES Main Menu
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Once the user enters the system and selects “Create New Estimate”, the
program prompts the users to select a project type as shown in Figure 5.5.
graphical interface offers the users a selection among eight project types.

The

Within

the system, a list of major work items is generated through Structured Query
Language (SQL).

Figure 5.6: Project Type Selection Window
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Upon selection of a Bridge Replacement (BR) project, for example, the
program requests project basis information as input parameters for preliminary
cost estimation.

A sample input is illustrated in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Example of Input Data for Bridge Replacement Project

After the user completes the required input for each field, a visual basic
program built on the quantity-based models developed in Chapter 4 can be
executed by clicking the button labeled Step 2. A message box pops up once the
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quantity and unit price calculation is completed successfully based on the
provided information.

As the user proceeds to the next page, the computer program generates a
list of major work items related to the typical BR project. In this window, the
user can preview, customize and print preliminary cost estimating results by
selecting or inputting project control section job (CSJ) number. This window is
also connected to the main menu for tracking previous estimates.

Figure 5.8: Windows for Preview, Customize, and Print Preliminary Cost
Estimating Results
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The user can export this output into other desired applications such as
Microsoft Excel® and Word® or directly as a report as shown in Figure 5.9 and
5.10.

For other project types, this program generates similar screens and

outputs.
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Figure 5.9: Screen Shot of Preliminary Item-Level Cost Estimates Report
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Figure 5.10: Screen Shot of Preliminary Item-Level Cost Estimates Report
(Cont’d)
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5.3 PROTOTYPE WEB-BASED PRELIMINARY ITEM-LEVEL COST ESTIMATING
SYSTEM (WBPILCES)

Web-based systems were first developed in the mid-1990s and became
prevalent in 2000.

As the name implies, the systems deliver information or

desired purpose via the Internet, namely World Wide Web (WWW).
Organizations transfer their business into e-business by using Web-based systems.
People can access the websites via Web browsers to perform on-line transaction
or analysis, share information, communicate within groups and collaborate vast
amounts of information (Turban 2004).

In recent years, use of web technologies and on-line processing has
immensely gained ground over single-user platform installations. This study
attempted to develop a preliminary cost estimating process by means of a Webbased application.

A prototype Web-based PILCES (WBPILCES) was

developed as an on-line estimating tool in this research to seek the possible
flexibility of a centralized maintenance as an information system within the
TxDOT IT division.

5.3.1 Open-Source Software
This application employed open-source software including PHP (PHP
Hypertext Preprocessor), APACHE Server, MySQL (My Structured Query
Language), and a graphical user interface (GUI) program, called phpMyAdmin.
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PHP is a server-side scripting language that embeds in HTML (HyperText
Markup Language) to execute interactive web pages. APACHE is a web server
which receives input from client side and returns the outputs to the user back and
forth through the database system.

MySQL is a relational database server that

uses a self-explanatory collection of tables to store information in structure of
rows and columns. MySQL can accommodate more than sixty thousand tables
with more than five billion rows.

The term free software refers to the freedom to run the program, to study
how the program works, and adapt it to your needs, access to the source code, to
redistribute copies, to improve the program, and release your improvements to the
public, so that the whole community benefits (GNU 2005).

An advantage of open source software is it is usually compatible with
many operating systems such as Linux, Macintosh, Microsoft Windows, UNIX,
and so forth.

This Web-based approach can offer an alternative application for

TxDOT to disseminate information among many users simultaneously over a
three-tier architecture as shown in Figure 5.11.

System administration and

maintenance is generally reduced through centralized management as compared
to distributed applications.
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5.3.2 Networking Database Management System Infrastructure
The core concept mounted in this network system adopted a three-tier
client/server architecture (SEI 2005), which comprises a client interface, a
database server tier and a Web server tier which mediates communication
between the two.

The architecture deployment is illustrated in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Networking Information Architecture for TxDOT PILCES

The client tier here represents the potential estimators across twenty-five
districts in Texas.

The Web server tier, here adopting APACHE, receives

dynamic web pages request via networking communication protocols called
HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) and TCP/IP (Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol).

The middle tier provides spontaneous management

for requests from multi-clients who access the server simultaneously. Another
advantage is that the Web server tier protects the source data from direct access
by the estimators and may modify the original data without caution.

As the Web

server patches the PHP scripts to database server tier, which here is MySQL,
providing functionalities of data query and storage.

In database server tier the

scripts are executed and passed the query results in HTML format back to the
Web server. The Web server sends the HTML formatted page to the client.
The estimating results are then displayed on client computer in HTML format.

The three-tier architecture has been shown to improve website
performance under a large number of clients (SEI 2005). It provides preferably
security, scalability, maintainability and flexibility as compared to mainframe or
two-tier architecture (Schussel 1995; Edelstein 1994). Boundaries between tiers
are logic and tiers could be arranged as a whole entity upon circumstances.

The

Web and database servers were suggested to run at the same physical computer
for TxDOT estimating application.
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5.3.3 Design and Implementation of a Prototype Web-based Estimating
System
The Web-based system was designed based upon the networking
information architecture shown in Figure 5.10.

The prototype Web front-end

implementation with secure access controls is exhibited in the sequences of
estimating procedures in Appendix E.

The primary advantage of the Web-based approach over a desktop
installation is the reduced effort required for future maintenance and upgrades.
The technologies utilized for the Web-based system were prevalent open-source
software which is available freely via the Internet.

This study provided an

alternate approach to a desktop application for TxDOT with minimal cost.
TxDOT only needs to maintain a web server and database server for estimators to
log in and perform on-line estimating from any district.
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Preliminary highway cost estimates are often used as a budgetary figure
which determines the viability of the project.

This significant implication

requires a reasonably accurate basis for subsequently determining whether the
estimate is over or under budget. Current practice relies on deterministic first
estimates, but in actuality the estimates are probabilistic.

In addition, they

provide no basis for subsequent quantity growth tracking and thus no link to
subsequent detailed estimates.

Conventional approach lacks of quantity

information until 90% to 95% design complete.

This approach employs

quantity-based models at project inception to produce preliminary estimates and
provides an opportunity for periodic quantity adjustment till design complete.

The developed system takes advantage of work item historical unit prices
and creates quantity-based models to enable subsequent quantity growth tracking.
The developed PILCES program requires minimal effort and minimal
information, and leaves a documentation trail for early estimate input parameters.
The stored information can be uploaded to the TxDOT Design and Construction
Information System for subsequent cost management and control.

Furthermore, with the aid of Web-technologies, the proposed information
architecture offers a potential enhancement to seamlessly integrate with legacy
database system currently used within TxDOT to streamline the data storage and
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tracking deployment.

This prototype Web-based database allows the users with

browsers to login to this system, initiate early estimates, and inquire project
information in a real-time basis.

This can be easily implemented through

intranets within TxDOT.

6.1 CONCLUSIONS
Statistical techniques were employed to identify the sources of quantity
variability that influence the quantities for earthwork and landscape, subgrade
treatments and base, surface courses and pavement, and lighting, signing,
markings and signals that are known at the time of developing the initial estimate.
The significant factors were found to pertain to highway geometry such as project
length, proposed main lane number, lane width, shoulder width, and project
width.

All of these parameters are readily accessible early in project definition.

Project location, percent trucks, and present average daily traffic were also
found to be statistically significant for related work items.

These particularly

accounted for the variation in observed quantities of earthwork and landscape,
subgrade and base, surface courses and pavement-related items.

For Traffic

control (lighting, signing, markings and signals) work items, quantities varied
with the Texas trunk system flag as well as highway geometry.

Another finding

in this research was that the interactive effects of project length and project width
on item quantity depended significantly on project length. The proposed design
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speed and national highway system designation were also found to be significant
for Seeding for erosion control and Concrete pavement.

Despite many promising observations, ranging from 16% to 70% of
quantity variance remains unexplained for individual work items.

These

variations are expected to cancel out to some extent upon summation of all work
item costs during development of a preliminary cost estimate.

The average R-

square value of presented quantity models is 0.622. There are nine out of twenty
two exhibited statistical models below this value.

In summary, the quality of the

data was sufficient to develop predictive models with moderate high coefficients
of determination.

The validity of the derived quantity models were checked through scatter
plots of observed versus predicted values.

In addition, representative work item

models were evaluated through the collection of new highway data let in fiscal
year 2004 to examine whether the regression model developed from the earlier
data is applicable for the new data. The results show that the selected models
performed satisfactorily with randomly selected data sets in terms of average
prediction errors ranging from -10.8% to +10.1%, and individual prediction errors
ranging from -26.0% to 27.3%.

The derived quantity models with corresponding unit prices can be
summed up and then divided by a fixed roll-up percentage associated with each
project type to produce a preliminary cost estimate.
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For instance, the major

work items in the RER project type historically over the last three years
comprised 79.58% of total project costs. Therefore, the final preliminary cost
estimates for RER can be assumed to be the summation of estimated costs for
individual major work items divided by 79.58% and adding a contingency based
upon the perceived level of uncertainty.

A computational database management system, PILCES, has been
developed for producing item-level cost estimates.

For long-term use, the

program was developed in the form of a collection of relational tables.
Preliminary cost estimate information can be extracted in a consistent format from
the data warehouse for further analysis and subsequent tracking.

Historical

information documented at the earliest stages of definition can be leveraged
through the implementation of such a database system.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The methodology adopted in this research using parametric methods was
suitable for typical projects.

Probabilistic methods should be employed for

unique projects. More data may be pooled from the current TxDOT highway
information systems to analyze the effects of other project variables in future
research.

For preliminary cost estimates, contingency factors should be related to
the certainty of available information.

Furthermore, the estimate format should
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be convenient for successive refinement.

Clear work classifications in the

defined TxDOT work items should be improved to efficiently enhance the
estimating approach.

Several recommendations are proposed additional for future study:
z

Collect more data on quantity-drivers that would increase regression
R-square values.

For example, terrain was considered as a

discernible factor that drives excavation and embankment quantity.
However in the database, this information was incomplete or missing.
More data fields are like roadway functional class, urban or rural
operation, number of bridges, quantity units.

Effective project

information documentation is crucial for further enhancements.
z

The Design and Construction Information System (DCIS) should be
operated to be more efficient in data storage and tracking the cost
data, input parameters, and information that is available early on.

z

Regularly update district unit prices

z

Check the adequacy of the major work item quantity models.

z

Continue to expand the prototype Web-based cost estimating system
exhibited in Appendix E to reduce the potential work of system
administration and maintenance for future statewide implementation.

z

Although the developed computing program have integrated major
work items related to structures and other miscellaneous construction
listed in Appendix B, details of related model development in
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addition to the scope of this study are under-developed and should be
combined in the quantity estimate statistical models.
z

Validation of entire project costs predicted by this program can be
accomplished by applying this estimating tool to new projects.

The

prediction errors could be evaluated based on these comparisons.

6.3 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
This research contributed to the enhancement of TxDOT's present
approach to preliminary cost estimating.
quantities were identified in this study.

Firstly, project factors that affect

The systematic approach in developing

quantity-based item-level models was customized for TxDOT based on available
data.

By transforming the models into a user-friendly application, the research

product facilitates early and continuous quantity-tracking and easy parameter
documentation for subsequent use.

The Preliminary Item-Level Cost Estimating System (PILCES) can
predict project elements and item quantities, and track changes over project life.
With minimum required input, this system allows estimators to readily develop
quantity-based preliminary cost estimates.

Over time and with good

documentation, feedback from projects can be used to improve the prediction
models.

This research provides estimators with a handy computational tool to

produce estimates in minutes.
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The research provides systematic procedures, guidelines and implemental
computer software for TxDOT in developing an in-house estimating program.
With the aid of information technologies, item-level cost management at
preliminary stages is put into practice with fingertips.

The preliminary estimates

stored in this research product enable continuous item-level quantity growth
tracking and a documentation trail for early project information.

The prototype

Web-based PILCES offers an opportunity and prospective estimating information
architecture for TxDOT to centralize project cost management via the Internet.
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APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF COST PERCENTAGE OF
MAJOR WORK ITEMS WITH RESPECT TO LET PROJECTS
IN FY01-FY03
BR
Item No Cost%
100
1.51%
110
1.67%
132
3.09%
247
2.62%
340
0.76%
360
1.55%
409
1.21%
416
11.67%
420
12.69%
422
7.13%
423
0.86%
425
9.28%
432
2.79%
442
1.29%
450
2.55%
462
1.65%
496
2.65%
500
8.28%
502
1.79%
508
1.54%
534
0.73%
3146
2.91%

Major
Roll-up

80.22%
19.78%

BWR
Item No Cost%
100
0.49%
104
0.62%
110
1.28%
132
1.72%
247
1.05%
354
0.66%
360
7.60%
403
0.49%
416
4.06%
420
4.22%
422
3.84%
423
1.76%
425
3.91%
429
2.97%
430
3.89%
432
1.41%
439
0.94%
442
4.08%
446
0.48%
450
5.57%
452
0.90%
454
0.45%
464
0.41%
496
1.47%
500
9.20%
502
1.65%
508
1.77%
512
1.68%
534
0.69%
540
1.58%
610
0.43%
662
0.43%
800
1.73%
3146
3.87%
4454
1.15%
5469
0.48%
6670
0.46%

INC
Item No Cost%
110
1.69%
132
3.62%
247
2.41%
260
0.99%
276
0.78%
360
6.20%
403
0.92%
416
4.33%
420
11.96%
422
5.33%
423
6.63%
425
5.37%
432
1.12%
442
6.71%
450
1.85%
462
1.31%
464
1.66%
465
0.79%
500
7.78%
502
0.86%
508
1.01%
512
1.27%
800
1.03%
3146
4.17%

NNF
Item No Cost%
0
0.91%
100
2.52%
110
8.03%
132
6.24%
247
7.18%
260
1.45%
276
0.92%
316
0.96%
360
4.22%
400
0.99%
416
1.83%
420
4.05%
422
3.04%
423
4.00%
425
3.34%
432
2.44%
442
1.48%
450
1.09%
462
3.11%
464
3.35%
465
0.95%
500
7.99%
3117
2.83%
3146
5.98%

79.37%
20.63%

79.78%
20.22%

78.89%
21.11%
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RER
Item No Cost%
100
0.85%
104
0.62%
110
1.59%
132
1.66%
247
8.52%
251
1.38%
260
1.36%
262
0.65%
275
1.60%
316
3.38%
340
0.65%
345
1.62%
351
0.77%
354
1.46%
360
8.53%
361
1.31%
416
0.86%
420
0.98%
422
0.62%
423
1.75%
425
0.71%
430
0.49%
432
0.80%
442
2.17%
450
0.53%
462
0.96%
464
1.24%
465
0.58%
467
0.91%
500
7.55%
502
1.02%
508
0.92%
512
0.94%
530
1.27%
662
1.01%
666
0.89%
3113
0.74%
3117
0.50%
3146
16.18%
Major
79.58%
Roll-up
20.42%

UGN
Item No Cost%
100
1.86%
110
4.35%
132
4.36%
164
0.80%
168
0.79%
247
14.20%
251
2.22%
265
0.83%
275
2.82%
316
3.62%
340
0.82%
345
1.95%
360
0.81%
420
1.40%
422
0.84%
423
1.00%
425
1.02%
432
1.58%
462
2.07%
464
2.05%
467
1.22%
500
7.20%
502
0.99%
508
2.27%
530
1.55%
662
1.00%
3117
1.56%
3146
14.93%

WF
Item No Cost%
100
0.85%
110
2.46%
132
2.94%
247
2.86%
260
1.37%
262
0.82%
276
1.35%
345
0.88%
360
9.31%
400
1.45%
403
1.82%
416
3.82%
420
3.55%
422
2.41%
423
8.20%
425
3.22%
432
1.00%
442
1.51%
450
1.42%
462
3.24%
464
2.56%
465
1.44%
476
0.83%
496
0.79%
500
7.00%
508
1.35%
512
2.41%
514
1.46%
618
0.73%
3117
1.30%
3146
4.80%
3249
1.10%

WNF
Item No Cost%
100
1.71%
110
3.27%
132
4.54%
164
0.56%
247
6.41%
260
2.94%
276
1.31%
305
0.56%
316
0.78%
345
0.95%
360
11.17%
400
0.78%
416
1.05%
420
1.99%
422
1.57%
423
1.99%
425
1.79%
432
1.03%
442
0.58%
450
0.60%
462
4.27%
464
3.73%
465
1.83%
500
7.80%
502
0.74%
508
0.97%
512
0.80%
529
0.80%
530
1.04%
531
0.69%
662
0.72%
3117
4.34%
3146
6.95%

80.10%
19.90%

80.23%
19.77%

80.25%
19.75%
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APPENDIX B. FULL LIST OF MAJOR WORK ITEMS FOR
VARIOUS PROJECT TYPES
Work
Line
Category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Work Item Description

000
100
104
110
132
164
168
247
251

TRIPLE ZERO

10

260

LIME TREATMENT FOR MATERIALS USED AS
SUBGRADE (ROAD MIXED)

11

262

LIME TREATMENT FOR BASE COURSES (ROAD
MIXED)

12

265

LIME-FLY ASH (LFA) TREATMENT FOR
MATERIALS USED AS SUBGRADE

13

275

14

276

15

305

PORTLAND CEMENT TREATED MATERIALS (ROAD
MIXED)
PORTLAND CEMENT TREATED BASE (PLANT
MIXED)
SALVAGING, HAULING AND STOCKPILING
RECLAIMABLE ASPHALTIC PAVEMENT

16
17
18

316
340
345

SURFACE TREATMENTS

19
20
21

Earthwork &
Landscape

Surface Courses and Pavement Subgrade Treatments and Base
Structures

Item
No.

BR BWR INC NNF RER UGN WF WNF
●

PREPARING RIGHT OF WAY

●

REMOVING CONCRETE

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

EXCAVATION

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

EMBANKMENT

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

SEEDING FOR EROSION CONTROL

●

VEGETATIVE WATERING

●

●

FLEXIBLE BASE

●

●

●

●

REWORKING BASE MATERIAL
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

ASPHALT STABILIZED BASE (PLANT MIX)

●

●

●

●

351

REPAIRING EXISTING FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT
STRUCTURE

●

354
360

PLANING AND/OR TEXTURING PAVEMENT

●

●

●

22

361

FULL-DEPTH REPAIR OF EXISTING CONCRETE
PAVEMENT

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

400
403
409
416
420
422
423

EXCAVATION AND BACKFILL FOR STRUCTURES

●

●

30
31

HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE PAVEMENT

CONCRETE PAVEMENT

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●

TEMPORARY SPECIAL SHORING

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

RETAINING WALL

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

425

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL
MEMBERS: Bridge mostly concrete

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

425

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILING

●

DRILLED SHAFT FOUNDATIONS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
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●

Miscellaneous Construction
Special Work Items

Lighting,
Signing,
Markings, &
Signals

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

429
430
432
439
442
442
446
450
452
454
462
464
465
467
476
496
500
502
508
512
514

CONCRETE STRUCTURE REPAIR

53

529

CONCRETE CURB, GUTTER AND COMBINED CURB
AND GUTTER

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

530
531
534
540
610
618
662
666
3113

DRIVEWAYS AND TURNOUTS

63

3117

QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE OF
ASPHALT BINDERS FOR BITUMINOUS MIXTURES

64

3146

QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE OF
HOT MIX ASPHALT

65

3249

STONE FILLED HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE
PAVEMENT (SFHMACP)

66

4454

HEADER TYPE BRIDGE JOINT WITH OR WITHOUT
SEALANT

●

67
68

5469
6670

SINGLE GUARDRAIL TERMINAL

●

PORTABLE CHANGEABLE MESSAGE SIGN

●

●

EXTENDING CONCRETE STRUCTURES
RIPRAP

●
●

CONCRETE OVERLAY OF STRUCTURE DECKS
●

METAL FOR STRUCTURES

●

CLEANING, PAINT AND PAINTING

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

REMOVING RAILING

●

SEALED EXPANSION JOINTS

●

CONCRETE BOX CULVERTS AND SEWERS

●
●

●

METAL FOR STRUCTURES: Mostly concrete

RAILING

●

●

REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE

●

MANHOLES AND INLETS
SAFETY END TREATMENT

●

●

JACKING, BORING OR TUNNELING PIPE

●

REMOVING OLD STRUCTURES

●

●

MOBILIZATION

●

●

●

BARRICADES, SIGNS AND TRAFFIC HANDLING

●

●

CONSTRUCTING DETOURS

●

●
●

PORTABLE CONCRETE TRAFFIC BARRIER

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

PERMANENT CONCRETE TRAFFIC BARRIER

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●

SIDEWALKS

●

STRUCTURE APPROACH SLABS

●

●

METAL BEAM GUARD FENCE

●

ROADWAY ILLUMINATION ASSEMBLIES

●

CONDUIT

●

WORK ZONE PAVEMENT MARKINGS

●

●

REFLECTORIZED PAVEMENT MARKINGS

●

FAST TRACK CONCRETE PAVEMENT

●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

APPENDIX C. ATTRIBUTES COLLECTED FROM DCIS FOR
DATA ANALYSIS
#

Field Name in DCIS

Corresponding Name in
Data Dictionary

Database
Code

Variable
Type

Project Identification Screen (P1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CTL-SEC-JOB
Hwy No
Dist
Cnty
Project Length
Limits From
Limits To
Project Class
Type Of Work

Control-Sect-Job
AB
Highway Number
BC
District Number
AC
County Number
BB
project-length (Km or Mi)
BD
limits-from
BM
limits-to
BN
proj-class
BG
type-of-work
BL
layman-description 1
BO
layman-description 2
BP
There is no corresponding name in
Data Dictionary nor Database Code for
this field name. This field is a displayonly field

String
String
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
String
String
String
String

10

Layman’s Desc

11

Authorized Amount

12

Trunk Sys

trunk-sys-flag

MQ

String (Y/N)

13
14

Contract CSJ
Functional Class

contract-csj
rdwy-funct-cls

CB
HB

Numeric
String

15

NHS

nhs-flag

PW

String (Y/N)

16

Hurr Evac RTE

evac-rte

HQ

String (Y/N)

tot-obg-amount
proj-cost
row-amount

DF
GC
GF

Dollar
Dollar
Dollar

urban-rural

HD

String

String
Dollar

Project Finance Screen (P2)
1
2
3

Low Bid Amount
Authorized Amount
ROW cost

Project Evaluation Screen (P3)
1

Urban Rural Operation
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IC

Numeric

Terrain
Ext Fac: Main Lane

prop-dsgn-spd (MPH or
KPH)
Terrain
exst-mnln-num

IO
HG

String
Numeric

5

Ext Fac: Main Lane Type

exst-mnln-type

HH

String

6

ExstDesc

-

String

7

Ext Fac: Frontage Lane

exst-ftg-num

HI

Numeric

8

Ext Fac: Frontage Lane
Type

exst-ftg-type

HJ

String

9

Ext Fac: Length

exst-length (Mi or Km)

HK

Numeric

10

Pro Fac: Main Lane

prop-mnln-num

HL

Numeric

11

Pro Fac: Main Lane Type

prop-mnln-type

HM

String

12

PropDesc

-

String

13

Pro Fac: Frontage Lane

prop-ftg-num

HN

Numeric

14

Pro Fac: Frontage Lane
Type

prop-ftg-type

HO

String

15

Pro Fac: Length

prop-length (Mi or Km)

HP

Numeric

16

Lane Miles

lane-miles or lane-lengthmetric-meas

HS

Numeric

17

Shoulder Miles

Shldr-miles or shldrlength-metric-meas

HT

Numeric

18

Adt: Present

pres-adt

HW

Numeric

19

Projected Adt

proj-adt

HY

Numeric

20

Percent Trucks

Percent-trucks

HZ

Numeric

21

Population
<5,000
>=5,000 and <200,000
>=200,000

Population-area

RB

String

2

Proposed DES Speed

3
4
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22

Roadway Functional Class

Rdwy-funct-cls

HB

String

Project Evaluation-Bridge Screen (P3B)
bridge-deck (Sq Ft or
metric meas)
number-bridges
exst-road-width-meas (or
English meas)

HU

Numeric

HV

Numeric

3

Exist Bridge Deck Area
(Sq Ft)
Number Of Bridges
Existing Roadway Width
Meter

NB

Numeric

4

Proposed Roadway Width
Meter

prop-road-width-meas

NC

Numeric

5

Bridge Sufficiency Rating

bridge-sufficiency-rating

NK

String

6

Bridge Deficiency Class

bridge-deficiency-class

NJ

String

1
2

Unified Transportation Program* (UTP) Update Screen (P6)
*The UTP is TxDOT 's ten-year plan for transportation project development that is approved by the Texas
Transportation Commission (Commission) annually.

1

Location
(Metro/Urban/Rural)

road-locn-code

MB

String

2

Project Type (Nl/Ic/Ex)

utp-project-code

MC

String

3

Existing Interchange Type

exist-ic-code

MD

String

4

Proposed Interchange
Type

proposed-ic-code

ME

String

5

ADT Interchange Xroad

adt-ic-crossroad-nbr

MF

Numeric

6

Lanes Interchange Xroad

ic-crossroad-lanes-nbr

MG

Numeric

7

Type of Xroad

crossroad-type-code

MH

String

8

Exist Lane Widths

MI

Numeric

9

Exist Shoulder Widths

exist-lane-width-meas
(Metric or English Units)
exist-shld-width-meas
(Metric or English Units)

MJ

Numeric

10

Traffic Signals Present
(Y/N)

signals-present-flag

MK

String
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11
12
13

IfSignals, Adt Critical
Xroad
If Signals, # Lanes on
Xroad
If Urban Freeway,
Circumferential or Radial
(C/R)

adt-critical-crossroad-nbr

ML

Numeric

sig-crossroad-lanes-nbr

MM

Numeric

circum-radial-code

MN

String

Actual-Let-Date

CH

Numeric

STIP View Only Screen
Act Let
Project Estimate Screen (P4)
1

% E&C

EC-percent

DG

Numeric

2
3
4

Card Type
Item No
Desc Code

card-type
biditem-no
biditem-desc-code

BC
BF
BG

Numeric
String
String

5

Quantity

eng-quantity

BJ

Numeric

6

Unit Price (Before Letting)

eng-estimate-price

BK

Numeric

7

Unit Price (After Letting)

unit-price

BL

Numeric

8

Category of Work

catgwork-desc

BQ

String

9

Unique Desc

biditem-description

BN

String

10

Unit

unit-work

BO

String

11

(No field name on screen)

catgwork-miles or
catgwork-km

BR

String

Contract Summary Screen (C1)
1
2
3

Contract Seq No
No Work Days
Contract Type Of Work

This field is a display-only field
working-days
type-of-work
GA

~ End ~

203

String
Numeric
String

APPENDIX D. DATA FIELDS CONSIDERED PRIOR TO
TRANSFORMATION
Variable (abbreviation)

Type

Level

Numerical

-

String

-

Average Daily Traffic (AdtPresent)

Numerical

-

Lane Width

Numerical

-

Dichotomous

Yes/No

Proposed Main Lane No.
(ProposedMNLNNo)

Numerical

-

Percent Trucks (PercentTrucks)

Numerical

-

Nominal

Metro/Urban/Rural

Numerical

-

Nominal

BR (Refer to table 3.1)
BWR
INC
NNF
RER
UGN
WF
WNF

Response Variable
Engineering Quantity (EngQuantity)
Explanatory Variables
Identification Variable:
Control Section Job
BIPs (Basic Input Parameters):

National Highway System (NHS_Y)

Population Code
Project Length (PL)
Project Type (ProjType)

204

Proposed Main Lane Type

Nominal

CR – Rural undivided
(conventional)
DR – Rural divided
FR – Rural freeway
*U – Urban undivided
*D – Urban divided
*F – Urban freeway

ProposedDESSpeed

Numerical

-

Shoulder Width

Numerical

-

Nominal

Mountainous/Rolling/
Level

Terrain1
Traffic Signals Presenta

Yes/No

Trunk System Flag (TrunkSysFlag_Y)

Dichotomous

Yes/No

Lane Mile (LaneMile)

Numerical

-

No. of Trucks (NoTrucks)

Numerical

-

Dichotomous

Urban/Rural

Numerical

-

Numerical

BR*PL
BWR*PL
INC*PL
NNF*PL
RER*PL
UGN*PL
WF*PL
WNF*PL

CIPs (Computed Input Parameters):

Project Location (UrbanRural_U)
Project Width (PW)
Interaction Terms:
ProjType*PL

1

Excluded in analysis due to more than 20% data missing
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ProjType*PW

Numerical

BR*PW
BWR*PW
INC*PW
NNF*PW
RER*PW
UGN*PW
WF*PW
WNF*PW

UrbanRural*ProposedDESSpeed

Numerical

Urban*ProposedDES
Speed/Rural*Propose
dDESSpeed

UrbanRural*PercentTrucks

Numerical

Urban*PercentTrucks
/Rural*PercentTrucks
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APPENDIX E. PROTOTYPE WEB-BASED PILCES

Figure E.1: Web Front-end Login Screen

207

Figure E.2: Web-based Preliminary Cost Estimating System Screen

208

Figure E.3: Website for Project Type Selection

209

Figure E.4: Website for Project Information Input

210

Figure E.5: Web-based Estimating Output

211

Figure E.6: Message for Successfully Saving Preliminary Estimates to MySQL
Database

Figure E.7: Track a Previous Estimate by Selecting a Project CSJ

212

Figure E.8: Query Previous Estimates and Corresponding Project Inputs

213

Figure E.9: Query Previous Estimates and Corresponding Project Inputs (Cont’d)
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